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PREFACE

[peril.

offers many technical advantages Ma Ilk conventional
regenerative radio =ell, although its working remains something
a a mystery to many amateur constructors, 3,111g as it does the
problem of alignment. However. although ...mull Is mote com
plex. it is still quite easy to understand and master; a. with the
availability of pre -tuned i.f. tramforniera-or transfilters-quite
satisfactory alignment can often be done aurally using normal
broadcast stations.

The transistor ',diet provides the smallest, neatest -package,"
as it were, and has largely rendered the valve receiver out of date
except for the larger and more elaborate cabinet models. Since
mansion require only low to operate, the fully portable
battery receiver offers an economy of operation . even approached
by any valve receiver, with the advantage that it can be used

Vt'IM-s:oldc = tdr;'2";
d

thetshut:c4 lircorif:71::np7agielYthile.
although the basis of transistor working and the design of the various
superb. stages is well covered. The best guide, however, still remains
the successfuL proven circuiL so we have included a seloction of such
amateurs number of which arc available in kit form to make
amateur construction easy. In this lattcl respect we are particularly
indebted to hfessrs. Mallard Ltd. for permission to reproduce their
circuit desins, and also to other manufacturers mentioned in
Chapters 6 and 7 for a similar courtesy, is, of course, only prow
to mention that IlIcSc CirCults arc per amateur use only and CUM not
be used -professionally" without permission of the originators.

R. H. W.
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ClIAPTrIt I

BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES AND THE SUPERHET

Tux basis of all radio communication is the transmission of electro-
magnetiC Wien through space, the prOduCtiOn Or suchWine,
constituting transmission and reception Of COnVerStOn at 0
distant point into Me same intelligence as put into them constituting
reccpuon. The frequency of such waves used for broadcasting
ranges from about I50,000 cycles per second (ISO kilocycles/second)
up to Keel, hundred per second (I megacycle =-

1,000,C00 cycles). The higher the frequency the lower the length of
each wave (wavelength). and vice versa. All electromagnetic waves
trawl with the speed of light (I 56,000 miles per second) and have the
common relationship that frequency multiplied by wavelength
equals speed of transmission. Knowing the frequency it is thus
possible to calculate the wavelength, and vice versa, from a simple
equation, namely:

Frequency (cycles per second) = velocity/wavelength
300...000

WaVelength in metres

Wavelength - 300.000.000

frequency (eyekti per second)
300

rersiriency (megacycles per second)

In addition to high -frequency or radio -frequency (r. f.) weeeS,
considerable use is also made of low -frequency (Lf.) waves. These
come within the range of sound waves which are audible to the
human ear. and for that reason are also known as audio -frequency
(a I) waves. One of the basic requirements of reception. in Do, is to
extract or derive from the r.f. waves detected a corresponding signal
at the much lower at which can then be amplified as necessary to
operate an electromechanical device (e.g. an earphone or loud-
speaker) and so produce an audible output.

The output signal from die transmitter comprises a 'S. signal of
specific frequency or wavelength (allocated to that particular station)
on which the audible or a.f. programme is superimposed. This takes
the form of modulating the original signal (or carrier as it is some-
.). Called). In the caw of long, moth., and short waveband
transmissions modulation is applied to the amplitude of the carrier
wave, resulting in an actual transmission of the form shown in
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strength and frequency. Each is a potential source of r.f. input to a
rt.Vitf, the first necessity being to pick out or tune in to the BMAl
signal required (or, in practice, a means of tuning in to various
chlkrent Frequencies so that a range of broadcast
transmissions can be turned into separate intelligence, one at a time).

This is accomplished by means of an aerial coupled to a tuned
circuit (Fig. 3). Technically, the latter comprises a rrsrRtunt circuit or

-1AMMANIMP- II-
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Fig. 3
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one which is particularly responsive to a specific frequency. calkd
the
the riZunc'tinsteirrcegaueM.1

This
iCorraTil'

made possible
br)e

fact
CiltrO

capacitori1"gs.rn'il'u2rinrtiVeabraY rreq" UTZ;
for which the inductive and capacitive

Y

dances are equal and will
cancel one anote In this case the total reactance in the circuit is
zero, leaving only the resistance of the componen. to oppose current
flow.

thlfe's.Zo simplicity,for'fYb

illustrated graphically m in Figg. 4. Assuming,

r chcii
l'r'°?Z'tl.Mc. ;;t'YTZn''ditionliTrenigiriitas0titirCL adal
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Fig. 1. This wave still mains the original r.f. frequency of trans
mission but its amplitude is modulated at at In practice. of course
modulation will not be the result of a single pure tone (i.e. a single
modulating frequency), but a continually changing mixture of tom
resulting in a comp. "peaky. wave form. The depth to which thii
"cuts into" the original carrier is usually expressed as a percentage
modulation. Thus 50 per ant modulation would be equivalent ic
varying the r.f. between and Id times its normal (unmodulated
form. One hundred per cent modulation would vary the amplitude
of the r.f. carrier between zero and twice its unmodulated value.

Since the frequency of the modulated current is still the same a
that of the carrier the complex modulated current is still a radio
frequency signal and thus it could not be made audible directly
e.g. by passing through the speech coil of a loudspeaker. &kr< thi

Re Y....,

I I

I II III

AI 1.041 aftCWOPOPC

rpak,erLa Ai

Fig,

audio content can be recovered as intelligence the current must b
deqnalulated in the receiver.

There is also another form known as frequency modulation. Ir
this system the frequency of the transmitted r.f. signal or carrier i
varied in sympathywith the audio -frequency modulating current
M the modulating anoint rises the frequency of the combined
signal is increased, and vice versa, the amplitude of the signal alway
remaining the same (Fig. 2). Frequency modulation or f.m. ha
certain advantages, but needs the use of different receiver techniques
For satisfactory frequency modulation. too. it is necessary to use
much higher r.f. frequency for the carrier. so f.m. stations arc alway
found in the v.h.f. (very high frequency) bands ranging from abou

'''r707:c.r:,==drid7o.rtiTs are omnidirectional...Wis.
from the wnsrnitting

the
their actual strength at any paiticula

point decreasing with the square of the distance of that point ['tor
the sours. Al any one point. therefore, during broadcast hour
there will be a considerabk collection of r.f. signals, differing i
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I

IRCOMYCI
Fig 4

component R is introduced into the circuit to represent the resistance
of the circuit. Signals I and 3 fed into the ClICOil produce a relatively
small current in the circuit because in addition to the resistance R
the reactance of the capacitor and coil increase the effective reds-
tance to flow by ma, times. The frequency of signal 2, however,
corresponds to the resonant frequency of L and C (the presence of
resistance does not affect the resonant frequency). In this Ca. Only
R offers resistance to current flow, banes a strong current is produced
in the circuit. The actual current level will depend on the strength of
the signal and the actual value of R-e.g. high as at A if R is small,

iire7Tetrvl'tngar=i7VINIT:
o

Such a resonant circuit, therefore,
cuter frequency corresponding to the resonant frequency of L and C,
and effectively rejecting a other r.f. frequencies. Also, by making
one of the components variable in value (e.g. C), the resonant
frequency .n be altered, thus permitting tuning to different resonant
frequencies as required over a certain range. The sharpness of the
resonance will hugely depend CM the value of the internal resistance
R: the higher R the natter the resSOnant frequency curve and thus the
less the ability of the circuit to discriminate be r.f. signaLs of
different frequencies. Th. sharpness or selectivity is an important

factoryn
the design of tuned circuits for radio work.

Sine at frequenci. below about 28 megacyclesfsecond the

internal relive!. is practically wholly in the coil the q.lity for
or Q of the tuned circuit is determined by the Q of the coil, or its
ratio of reactance to resistance.

As an alternative to series connection of L and the ppaarallel

reso.t circuit of Fig. 5 offers certain advantages. Selectiit3
charactast are similar uceps thst where the series-resonan.
circuit results in minimum voltage across LC at resonance, On

panthol.reionant circuit gives maximum voltage across LC 
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Fig. 5

resonance. In both cases, however, the required values of L and C
can be eakulated by the same formula. Thus to tune to any spocified

frequents f-
f 1°'

where/ -= frequency in kilocycles/sewed
2n --- 6.2,9
L = inductance in microhenries (PA)
C r capacitance M mieramicrofarads (u..f )

Having whimed a method of relating a particular r.f. signal in
the tuned circuit it is then neenSary transfer this to a further stage
as r.f. input where the a.f. modulation is extracted from the r.f.
comer. This stage is called the deleVor, the requirements being to
convert the r.f. input into unidirectional current, the amplitude of
which will vary at the same rote as the modulation. In effect, this
demands rectification, which function can be performed by a simple
diode in the circuit shown in rig. 6.111e resistance R represents the
load or component (or next stage) to which detection is applied-

Fig. 6
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which may be simply headphones in the case of a very simple circuit
or an amplifier to boost the detected aS. sig.1 for greatei
volume or to operate a speaker. The output from the diode consist
of a mixture of of. and sr., e.g. a radio -frequency component at thi
signal freq., and 2 direciewrent modulated of a.t. in identica
manner to the original modulation apph d to the r.f. carrier
Receivers may vary in complexity from a simple detector coupled tr
the tun. circuit to multi.stage layouts havingamplifi.tion at sesera
different radio-frequenci. u well as audio.frequencies. If thi
detector is preceded by one or more tuned ef. amplifier stages it i.

known as a is, 'tuned radio frequency) receiver. The superhe
receiver, on the other hand, employs sf. amplification at a fixcx

it'st:Irctttttrenug7:nZlic'by'thich'ZOLI7o7,°,Uh:, 711
intermediate frequency (sec page 17).

Whilst each ma in t. receiver constitutes a separate uni
performing a spy.. function, succeeding stages must obviously b.
coupled so that the output tof one stage providescrce input forth.

rimnr
7rncl'iinadnirtli'ant.

The
reocisciurg'Cried4;sTlicnn'se'con'nrcar;'ci"rcul.`-',7,

may be practically all dissipat. in the secondary circuit itself, or th
secondary circuit may simpy. act as a medium through which th
energy is transferred to a load resistance where it does work. Th
former is the normal arrangement in receivers.

Coupling may be accomplished by using a circuit element comm.
to both prim, and secondary circuits, e.g. a common capacitor
imluctance or mister, . shown in Fig. 7. This is known as direc

C0,00VCHT

Fig. 7

coupling. the degra of coupling becoming greater as the reactanc
(or resistance) of the common elemen[ is incrcauJ relative to th

remaining (or resistances) in the two branch.. If bot
circuits are resonant to the same frequency. the common impcdanc
(reactance or resistance) required for maximum energy transfer
usually quite small compared with the other reactances in tt

mwJr

BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES AND SHE SUPERNET IS

Fig. 8

Capacity coupling is shown in Fig. S. The degree of coupling
increases as the capacity of the coupling capacitor if increased (re-
sulting in a decrease in its reactance). Again where two resonant
circuits are being coupled by this means the capacity required for
maximum energy transfer is quite small if the Q of the secondary
circuit is at all high, e.g. typically of the order of a kw microfarads
only at high frequencies.

AT'l'r iV°9Pi=lie"croZiZrfTcbyiV0inductive i/ltithiZc!

Fla

secondary circuit is frequently used in receiver circuits for coupling
between circuits where the tuning must be varied to respond to
signals of different frequency, the coupling with tuned input
particularly useful for coupling r.f. to a resistive load. A double
tuned circuit is more useful for coupling fixed frequency stages (e.g.
anwlifiera).

wall tight coupling the effect of inductive coupling where onc (or
b.) coil(s) is unlaced is Stly much the same as if the unturied coil
were tapped on to the tuned circuit. Thus any resistance in the
circuit to which the Limn. coil is connected is coupkd into the
tuned circuit in proportion to the mutual inductance. In effect this
tends to increase the series of the tuned circuit and thus
lower its Q value. These circuits may, however, be used for im-
pedance matching by adjusting the coupling sad/or the number of
turns in the untuned coil

Ina similar manner, any mactance in the circuit to which the
coil is connected va be coupkd M to the tuned circuit. Thus
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my variation of coupling can require readjustment of tuning in
tuned circuit.

ostreffc:
of a

lourc'cdov==1,;1vincftt can'"terYr
derecl negligible by loose coupling. This also provides a mews
varying the selectivity of a pair of coupled resonant circuits
changing the coupling between them.

Since both Capacitive nod inductive coupling may take pl
accidentally owing to proximity of components inn pray
circuit it may also . necessary deliberately to premmt .upli
Stray capacitive coupling is usually prevented by enclosing the cc
ponents likely to cause this condition Ina metallic container of
resistance which a connected to earth potential, lines of force Cali
would otherwise provide capacitive coupling with Deighboux
components arc then short-circuited and constrained within the c
In certain cases complete circuits may be enclosed within a grown
metal cover for the same purpose. Magnetic coupling can usually
prevented by plates or shields erected alongside the offend
corm:poem or between two components likely to suffer from its
reaction. In this case induced currents produce eddy currents in
thield, opposing and effectively restnuning the magnetic field.
shield will, however, only absorb that part of the magnetic 6
which it interrupts and thus sources of radiant fields
completely enclosing within a shield for -all-round.' shielding.

In the conventional regenerative radio circuit the incoming
signal is fed to a tuned circuit, the output from which at rcsonanc
fed to a detector and thence through one or more stages of amp
cation, as One or more r.f. amplifier stages may be ad
before the detector stage in the l.r.f. circuit. In both cases the sin
is received at radio frequency by the detector, the output of whit
an a.f. signal (Fig. 10).

tuft,
r DfreCTOF1.4.--,'

svcsrrR

Fla tO

T. superheterodyne or strata receiver works 011 II some.
different principle. The incoming r.f. signal is picked up by a to
circuit in the normal way but is then .mbined with another hi
frequency in a mixer or roneerter stage, the output from this in
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step
470

withtuned
---ne7?tireq*ue:1

sponse the local oscillator couldhe set to lag by thee
800 - 470 = 330 kr./Ito 1800 - 470 - 133007/.711e result wou
be the same as farthe i.f. amplifier was concerned. In macho
however it is more usual to establish the local oscillator frequen
above the signal frequency (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12

The converter thus actually receives two frequencies ofI

signal frequency which can be designated/. and the local oseillm
frequency f,. The following i.f. amplifier stage is tuned to a $1
frequency of/. -fi. I. intermediate frequency (or f, -
where the local oscillator frequency is chosen to be below the sim
frequency): and it is the purpose of the converter to supply t
particular El as its output by a process of frequency conversion

In fact, any h.f. oscillator frequency will cause i.f. response at t
signal frequencies one equal tominer .); and the other equal

1c7f11,7ofr'ill'4e stalVintlteigerd71wIllsTtlie Meerts'Intrhs;:raTsrea
signal.

To clarify this by a numeric. ..ample. Suppose the desired sig

C;11171C,car° l'i'llit:t:r'dseP:1=4*ut":1;27n4
450kc

ut the la
rsrsIlift'ortillhca7;17beiSerPor80if

800 kc/a
lgirV/T.

same i.f. output will be produced, however. if a 1250450 - I'
kelt input signal is received since the result of mixing will again b
frequency of 1700 -450 - 1250 ke P. An essential feature of satisf
tory working, therefore, is good stlecfirfty inorder to reduce
response to image signals to negligibleffects.

The signalto-image ratio, or image ratio as it is usually call
depends on the

At
of the r.f. tuned circuits precteding

mixer or converter. At the same time the higher therote mm
mp
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CHAPTER H

TRANSISTORS

Thamssrons are commonly considered to be the modern alternai
to the older radio valve or "tube" as it is called in America, wh
supposition is far from being correct. Ina normal radio valve
current flows through a near vacuum, necessitating that the va
elements be enclosed within n sealed and evacuated envelope, r
the flow of eketrons can be controlled by inserting one or m
grids between the mode and cathode. The controlling influence
modified by the number of grids present, and their connecti
giving rise to distinct valve characteristics related to the number
grids, e.g. diode (no grid), triode (one grid), tetrode (two grids) I

pentode (three grids). Generation of electrons depends on the heat
of the cathode or filament (also called the heater) by a se,
mtcmal battery, i.e. one distinct from the main source of turf
flow through the valve and source of potential applied to the c
trolling grids

The transistor differs in many ways. Basically it is a crystal I

thus current carried by it flows through a solid. It is not necessary
enclose the crystal in an evacuated container and the whole dm
can be made much more oompact and mechanically snots,
Absence of individual components suspended in an open volt;
also means that the transistor, unlike the valve, is non.micropho
A further difference is that a transistor moult. no heater ball
and only moderate to low functional voltages. Compared to a vr
it is less subject to deterioration and failure, and is basically I

from .hum". At the same time the transistor has certain inner
limitations notably somitisity to light and heat. The femme can
overcome by enclosing the transistor in R lightproof casing. Se:
tiviry to temperature cannot be overcome completely, calling b
for -stabilized- circuitry and limitations regarding maxim
ambient temperatures for satisfactory working. This can of
assembly (soldering and mounting position), and air temperature
use.

Electronically, too, transistors have ratings which are absoli

Third
is to say, if these ratings are exceeded for any reason the cit.!

wil be prone to unreliability and early Whim. This applies pant
lady to the newer types of transistors where the ratings are malls
With older types rather Large safety factors Were commonly allow.
drawing up transistor data and such transistors could (moues
be worked well beyond stated limits without damage.

Most transistors are of three -electrode junction construct
20
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TRANSISTORS

thrthing, in cll., n sandwich in which the central layer, known as
the base, is very hin. The two outcr layers comprise the emttter a.

base(he Fig. I3). T. alloy-diffuud transistor is later type anil

ALIOY-./.7.4 MOVAIIP MT,. .SE

,...,,,,,,,,
Otter.,

aKe.

Fig. 13

has boner (more stable) high -frequency performance than the all,
junction type. Since the transistor elements themselves are invariably
ncl., within a can or envelope the only identifiable features are

the three leads and the type number printed on the can. T. leads
emerge from the bottom of the can (typical of older types),
or arranged in the form of a triangle (Fig. H). In the former ease the

runxsrao

MS,

(CLIECT.

.11171S4

Fig. 14

collector lead is indicated by a coloured dot on the side of the can or
edge of the base, and can . further identified by .1.1 that it is

spaced more widely apart than the other two leads. In the case of
triangular arrangement, the collector is again marked by a white or
coloured dot near it (or on the side of the can), whilst emitter and
.se leads arc closer together than the collector is to either. It is

agfifilnn'ovfiatte
identified the

gey'agics
follow the same ITSIIONve poihon. in other words, only the cllec-
tor is marked for post., mut winch of the Raisin, two IS the
Nutter and base can be worked out from this. The exception the
Power transistor, which may have only two leads which will .
marked I; (for enntter) and B (for base) on t. bottom. In this case
the collector is electrically connected inter.11y to the base and the
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collator oonnection is made to a tag which is bald in contact s
the top of the mounting base by one of the mounting nuts.

Transistors can be P -N -P or N -P -N, according to the dos.;
the emitter, base, and collector materials. The majority of t/
stators produced, in this country at least, are of the P -N -P t;
This means that the positive battery supply will alwms connec
the emitter and negative supply to the collector. With a N -E
transistor these polemics are reversed. Regardless of transistor t;
however, and anvil configuration, collector and base must alw
be connected to the same polarity, which will be opposite to
polarity applied to. the emitter.

One of the principal differences between a transistor UN
then nionic valve is that the transistor has a comparatively low in
resistance (impedance) and is normally current driven from a t
source impeder.. The thermionic valve, by comparison, has a t
input impedance ands voltage driven. Thus characteristics
transistors are usually mpressed in terms of input current and th
of valves in terms of input voltage, with the trallSISIOt regarded i
current amplifier. Electrically the output characteristics of a Is
sistor are similar to Mom of a pentode valve, with R characteri
..knee- and a high output resistance. The knee voltage is usu
very low with transistor, however-typically of the order of
volts,' compared with a typical knee voltage or about 30 volts
a pentode valve. This means that low supply voltages can be u
with transistors whilst retaining high efficiency.

To derive input and output circuits from a three-eketrode day
one elecuale must obviously be common to both circuits, with tt
such alternative configurations possible. These are usually refer
to by the common electrode, e.g common (or grounded) b
common mitt, or common collector (Fig. IS). These may

/./../T 0. 01,PN

COUMW 14.3e 03.0V fANTrIR

rig. 15
LOAAKIVCCYVCII,

grid, grounded ssthode or cathode follower (Fig. 16).
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Of the three transistor circuits the common emitter connection A
the most widely usecl, since this provides bout high current and
voltage gain, and thus high power pin. Another advantage A that
the same battery can be used to provide both forward and reverse
bias. The common base configuration provides high voltage gain
with a current gain of approximately unity. It is not often used at
1.f. but its low input and high output impedances are useful in some
circuits (e.g. for preamplifiers and with moving -coil microphones to
take advantage of the low input impedance characteristic; or for
feeding into valve amplifiers to take advantage of tlx high -output
impedance characteristic). The common collector configuration has
the cluracteristic of high input impedance and low output impedance
with high current gain. It is not widely employed but may be used in
-buffer. stages, or possibly to replace a transformer.

Transistor characteristics are normally specified by a series of
curves or graphs covering static d.c. performance. A.c, characteristics
may then be derived or calculated from these at particular working
points. In more general terms, the quantity alpha (a) it defined as
the current gain of the transistor working in common base con-
figuration; and beta (5) the current gain when operated in the
common emitter configuration. The valve a is always slightly
kss than unity, whereas values of may ninge up to 100 or more.

It follows that with a common emitter circuit the current gain
can be cakulated as s/1 - a. if a is the general symbol for
collector current divided by canner current, and a' is the symbol
for collector current divided by bale corm.

 =a/(I - a) and a = se/(1

, A graph of typical input characteristics is shown in Fig. 17 for
noth common emitter and common base configurations. These
characteristic curves show the base current la plotted against base
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the difference in current amplification producod by the two circuits
_high in the case of common emitter configuration and stighlly
less than unity with common base.

This method of showing transfer characteristics is usually pre -
wed to plotting 4 *Oast Vs, and determining the slope of the
curve (which would be directly comparabk with the mutual conduc-
tance as determined for thermionic valves).

Static output characteristics of a transistor are normally given in
terms of collector current (4) plotted against collector voltage (1,0)
fora range of base at emitter currents as in Fig. 19. Ina practical
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circuit Ve would correapond to voltage measured between the
coll.., and miner These curves show a characteristic knee,
with a high output resistance above the knee voltage. In the common
emitter circuit it will be noted that with zero coulter voltage (i.e.
base open circuited) there is still a small now of current which is
known as the (collector) leakage current the value of which
increases slightly with voltage. It is, however, usually small-i.e.
of the order of 100 to 200 microamps. The characteristic leakage
mirrent is even smalkr in the case of the common base circuit-e.g.
typically of the order of 5 microamps.

Static do. pmformanoe mints are mainly of use in establishing 
suitable working point for the vansistor. A.c. characteristics are
normally rendered in terms of or h parameters or r parameters
for audio -frequencies: or by y parameters for high -frequency
kansinors. A description of the method of designating these
characteristics and the -al employment of these pars -
MOMS is out of place in this present book and further works on
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FM. 17

voltage V. (measured between base and emitter in a practi
circuit and more corm -Ely designated V..). It will b. noticed that
input it non-linear and also that the input resister
depends on the current at which it is measured. This it one real.
why the transistor is normally driven from a current rather thee:
voltage source, using a source resistance large in comparison w
the input resistance. If the source resistance (impedance) is not h
enough to swamp the varying impedance of the transistor urs
drive, then considerable distortion will result.

The graphs of Fig. 18 show typical transf r characteristics, or
variation of collector current (I,) with base current (W. For I
tortion.fnee trap ler this curve should be !near. Note partials
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transistor theory and performance should be studied fora comp

"filentlen 'must. however, be made of cut-off frequency whir
the point at which the current amplification factor falls to 3

de0.707 below the zero frequency (static) value This is usually d
nat. fs (for common base circuit) or re (for common emit
Current amplification is, in any case, dependent on frequency
the rate of fall.off if

The
both by the type of transistor and

circuit configuration. The common base configuration genet
than the better high frequency perfomuince for a given transi
than in common emitter configuration. ie. fa is usually higher

f a. The quoted mitoff frequency is usually an arbitrary figure in
sense thnl although

tsstatic see

he current
amttcutiosno ohm

fallen to 0

irgi7er'frequencies (with furthTr'rredIction in currewnratnifttit.
and a general spread of transistor chrateristics).

Comparison of performance in general terms, with the t:
different configurations, can be SUMInnnined as follows:

CONMGMATiON

'Base Fn,ara &arou,
Current Pin lea than I nigh high

;1: high high Wan
I

Output Impedanne rah cm.= ton
mediumhigh

Cutts lrtVuerrty high
"

with outP
bas
but ¢memOY b

VVIVf=12es approx. xro approx. ISO' nPnenn. =et

In a, practical circuit de stabilization is particularly inmor
because of the effect of temperature on the operatingcharacterii
of the transistor (and thus the possible variations in collector cum
Thus bias is normally applied in a manner which prevents excas
shift of the d.c. working point. Without sufficient stabilization t:
is the possibility or a wide spread in input and output impede:
of the transistor, a risk of overloading the transistor at high arnk
temperatures. and also the risk of "thermal runaway" (although
tatter is usually only significant in high voltage and/or high pc
stages).

In the common base configuration the base can be biased wi
constant emitter current by making the bias voltage (applied m
the emitter and base) large in comparison with the input volt
The two equations governing the performance are then

_ bias
yoke:,-

iriplt voltage
emrt reassume
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stern With the common emitter Circuit the transistor is biased with a
constant base current since the battery voltage Ls la, in com-

b ar
is nanson with the input voltage. but the resulting d.c. stability is poor.

The corresponding performance equations are
nig-
ter). ,s battery volts - input volts
and bias MOW= (bait, to base)

ifs
rally
mos. Some degree of stabilization can be introduced by using a collector -
than base feedback resistor. i.e. the base resistor is returned to the
, thg eollector end of another resistor instead of battery, the other end
407 of this resistor oonnmting to battery. With resistanc.capacity
nen coupling this resistor also supplies the de. feedback and no additional
di.

componcntsm.arercquiredu ...However.there
s. also be ac feedback

unless

thlutim,0.4,,,,bgie.art4gyithr
from approximately the

km tat

Want

sties
eat).
butt
hem
mm
stmt
[thee
MOT

ith
:cons
Mgt.

By far the more usual-and satisfactory-arrangement is the
emitter -resistor and potential divider circuit (Fig. 20). Here the input

les

Fig. 20

voltage is determined by the value of the emitter resistor R.3, in
conjunction the

rnittyntnNiZIT'Innt7Cc,diogrdrtio'P
scross the emitter mistor and reduces the base -emitter voltage. The
hr. current is thus reduced and in a manner compensating for the
original change. The feedback depends on how constant the base
potential .n be maintained during changes in base current, and the
value of R3 (the higher the value of R3 the better the

stabbiliifzatOiont
grct7e?;d4iT4:nrsittrdryolsbp'eslifacillr. The
RI and R2 are determined by use current .which RI -R2 can be

ie0owcdto draw
shunting of the frim'cbgts77,1");b0;,, u:0'1;4 11
toed.

In Lorne circuits a modified form of this circuit is used with R2
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replaced by a thennisto, or paralleled by a thermistor, which
basically a device where resistance varies with temperature. Thus
n.t.c. the.stor has negative temperature coca:rent (falling re
tanet with increase in lemPemtem); and a p.t.c.therrnistor a posit

temperature coefficient (increasing resistance with increase

temperature). An nt.e. thermlstor replacing or paralieliqg R2
the more common type used to provide better stabilization. Ca

Eloewtemeor.mbp:pn:ZoLdo4er.

the wholeo temperature range cane

Recommended values for RI, R2. R3 and the collector resistor
for circuits employing the 0071 transistor are summarized in
table which follows. Values are given fora range of voltages fr,
1.5 to 12, and for two methods of coupling (i.e. resistance -mom
coupling and transformer coupling). Maximum operating tempt
tore for these circuits would be 45" C. (113" F.).

RESISTOR VALUES IN KILOHNS

Bantry (ZIEO
RI R2

02.1.2
tl a3

61.0
1.7 H

11 V,

13
12 0

R3 R.

59

47

p dory 011.

Transformer Coupling

Il DS 17 3J I 200

J 63 10 27 1 200

1l 30 IO 6 g 017 200

6 JO 12 47 Oil 200

Now. R -C coupling amid not normally Ix used at Will.% M.. 41

A basic transistor amplifier stage is shown in Fig 21, which
only one battery to provide the bras voltage for the transistor,

bias voltages provided by the voltage drops across resistor
and R2. The values of these resistors are chosen so that the art

flowing through the potential divider formed by RI and
considerably Larger than the base current of the transistor; thin
base potential remains appreciably constant regardless of varier
in base current. Resistor R3 is included in the circuit to pre
stabilization-i.e. reduce the effects of transistor spreads
changes in temperature. Any increase in the emitter current woe
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161172,0r

2.9

Fig. 21

a large voltage drop acres R3. which consequently reduces the
base -emitter voltage to compensate. A typical value for R3 is of the
order of I Itilohm. Whilst providing de. stabilization it is also
e.ssary in a practical etre. to provide docoupb. to reduce a.c.

feedback.
The coupling capacitance fora typical stage can be considered

to be connected between the input resistance A. of the follow-,
stage and the source resistance of the preceding stage R,. R, is

formed by the collector load (Ril in parallel with the high output
resistance of the transistor. In practice R. will be approximately
equal to R,.

The input resistance is typically of the order of 1 kilohm and the
collector load resistance about 5 kilohms. A typical theoretical value
fora coupling .pacitor would then be of the order of 0-3 micro -
farads. Normally a higher value would be used for improvement of
tone quality-e.g. anything between 3 and 10 microfamds. This
would be an electrolytic capacitor. when correct polarity is i,or-
tent-the negative side of the capacitor connecting to the collector
of the preceding transistor and the positive side to the bath of the
following transistor.

Values of RI and li2 are usually low. nose, together with a high
value of R3 produce, eff.tisely, a common base configuration for
the transistor, and consequently high stability. Stability will decrease
with increasing value of RI and R2 and decr.sing value of R3.
If RI and R2 am made large, for example. and R3 small, the circuit
is effectively the common emitter configuration with poor stability.

typical Class
andpfi

stage is shown in ig. 22, involving
the same elements considerations as just described and with
transformer coupling for the input and output. This is typical of a
simple audio -amplifier which is used where current drain is not

portan, but its efficiency is relatively low (under 50 per cent).
A Class 13 output stage withpush-pull operation,gives a much
higher theoretical atm, (75 per Cent) walla low current dram.
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F. 22

It O. therefore, usually preferred for receiver circuits design
operate off dry batteries.

A basic class B output stage is shown in Fig. 23, bias vol
being provided by RI and R2 as before, with R3 added to on
d.c. stabilization. TAs circuit A. however, subject to ',fosse
distortion if both transistory are biased exactly to cut-off, but
can usually be eliminated by adjusting the value of RI (or
usually by trial and error to give a satisfactory quiescent co
through the two transistors.

Fig. 23

The alternative circuit shown in Fig. 24 employs a single,
rather than a transformer output, with a high impedance sp
providing the matching load It is often preferred in receiver dr
since it eliminates one transformer and performance is identie,

ET.
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that of each halfp
of the circuit or Fig. 23.of the battery is

of the circuit

tviVVIpPe.norrlally demanding a largo givpi°1:
the

rvoltage) battery.
Basic detail, of other transiuor circuiu various
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CHAPTER at

PRINTED CIRCUITS

THE printed circuit has almost entirely replaced -witockup cin
for all new designs of radio receivers and other electronic dcv
and in particular for miniature amt subminiature assemblies. A
same IlltIC It given rise to the development of compor
specially for printed circuit assembly, e.g. resistors of
wafer-like form with tags to plug into a printed circuit board ins
of the conventional cylindrical resistor with wire leads mar
from .a capacitors with two terminal leads protruding]
the base: switch assemblies and gang condensers with baseaa
connections, and so on. What started as a technical novelty s
twenty years ago-and one which nobody seemed pIll1C11
interested in at the time-has now both become common pre
in the radio and electronics industry and set new standards
requirements for component manufacturers.

The modern printed circuit base material consists of copper
2. 3, or 5 thousandths A an inch thick (or in some C.35es this
bonded to a thermoset plastic bast of suitable thickness -
typically 1/16 in. thick for general work. The base material ma
laminated or reinforce, phenolic (most common in this count,
polyester

cri7nIfiZm'o'reiith
Blast

o foret't'ricn tins'L'ilYftiry';'.°1-"ffedtyi'peAcT
ntatcrial isnot of prima, iprtnce, provided it has the

haselectrical quail. of bang a stable normonductor and has

tnii-raZontie't7stit=i!:Ir ::11'ng 7h: 'bbot'sre'd Pic's;
surface layer .d bc capable of being drilled or

of
to an

modate component leads. etc. The main advantage of a glass
board over -Pauli" or a similar material is that it is mansh.
and so a is possible to seethe printed1.11 pattern or lands

-

the other are of the board, making it easier to butte compot
correctly or connections when checking. On the other
glass fibre boards arc usually more expensive and are harder tc
Also drills used for holeanaking arc readily 61.ted by them and
frequent replacement or resharmtung.

Printed circuit stock is invariably purchased in panels which ci
cut to the overall sae requir.. One face of these panels is cc
with copper roll a. it m on this face that the actual circuit pa
is produced by etching. This invokes transferring a drawing o
circuit on to the copper, mating all opper areas which me to re
with a suitable must and then immersing the panel in an acid
to etch or dissolve away the remaining unwanted copper.
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genibec

thco remand with wine.. sheet printed circuit panel

All tr'wOrled is"well within the sco:YP'iltdarite'l4teetarcathusiest,
Si. working from  plett:d. Steil pi. or

dIsigni ag
a suitable

retiduoPramocan become quite en involved
rhmrcml

mitetorinsc7E;eraa4 y,
yna/1.rd .Iio ets,are available.kim oho component

resin for home assmft. including a eximplete printed sinstit,
ready es nemsary. This Inner featute sass lot of ilme and
cif" and is ti point of design . which len experienced .n.
sinew is likely to go wrong One of the basic essentials of printed
circuit design, in fact, is oemplete familiarity with component sic.
so the mounting holm or hobs for leads Fogerty match the
c ...at to be aceommodeled-nith ea.component .ranged In
lOkicatorder, hodphysically.. &teeny.

Unlike
ordinal:1;ring.

Wentmieinur:nhe1 25r retTLY stki:Pins.k.d

Fig 25
Punier eusiti knout of On TReUistaf Seem. Re..
(Consery iv. the thenrusal ch.li timer., M. 62)
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without experience in printed circuit kraut can present an als
unsolvable problem as to how all the necessary conductors ca
arranged on a single plane. In genend, however, the layout ah
follow basically the same physical disposition as the theore
circuii Where this diagram itself includes crossing conductors it
well be of considerable help to see if it can be replanned so thin
are eliminated. If this proves physically impossible, and a sots
cannot be found by altering the disposition of the components, it
be necessary to terminate certain connections on the printed ci
lands and interconnect to cross other lands with an insulated jur
wire. Whilst this may be considered bad design it is perfectly suit
for one-off or amateur construction. Bear in mind, too, that e
portents themselves can be used for bridging over adjacent
dusters.

The current.carrying capacity of conductors varies with
thickness, but. since the current values in transistor mechver ck
are invariably low conductor size is unlikely to be critical, alibi
recommended minimum figures should be adhered to.

Minimum recommended conductor width is 1/16 in., wit
kart 1/32 in. dear spacing between adjacent conductors to re
the possibility of accidental shorts of -bridging- between condor
when soldering. The drawing should also allow fora minis

szacirA Lat leaisL1/32uiiiii.btore,
en the outside conductor arse

Valets holes'nhave'to be drake!. to take component leads, the
diameter should closely match the lead sizo-c.g. with a ty
resistor lead of otas is. (22 sm.g.) cornmponding hole
should beat 1/32 in. or No. 67 drill. Sufficient area of co
'IaM" should be provided around each hole for a minimum v
of 1/16 in. (FIg. 26). Holes should be comedy spaced to rr

Fig. 26
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41WOM 591CAG
ANNASONSAK. MWSISMPS

Fig, 27

assembly is to be used (Fig. 27). The former is to be preferred exceptwhere a minimum sire panel is aimed at, when vertical mounting
of resistors, etc., will occupy minimum base arca. M no point.however, should spacing between adjacent holes be less than twin
the laminate thickness (i.e. normally not less than 1/8 in. on standard
laminate).

Other points to watch arc that where conductors join at an acute
angle they should be faired in with a generous fillet, increasing the
arm bonded at the joint and the copper far less liable to be
lifted. Also do not leave unnecessarily wide or large areas of copper
as conductors. These may be subject to exce.ive beating and
expansion, with the result that the copper tends to lift from the base.
Either cut down the outline of such arms or relieve the surface area
with slots to be etched away..This . not so important on low.voltage
circuits. but on mains circuits no copper arm of more than about
one square inch should be left ',did..

For professional work the printed circuit design is usually pre-pared as a master drawing two or throe times actual sim-and
sometimes 10 a very much larger scale what a complex circuit is
king designed to be within minimum area. This is
then photographically reduced and printed or otherwise transferred
tO the laminate. For amateur work an accurate tracing is usually
made of In actual... toaster drawing. transferred on to the laminate
(copper face)with carbon paper. Simple circuiu can be drawn directly
on to the copper with a lend pencil. All the land areas are then
mrefully painted In with cellulose paint (or resist ink, as preferred)
and allowed to dry. The panel is then ready for etching.

Although the majority of home -constructed superb. are built
from professionally made printed circuits the technique of preparing
a laminate will he described in detail for those who may prefer to
start from .retch, or work to their own circuit designs.

The first step, haring prepared a printed circuit drawing, is to out
the laminate to the required overall sire, using a line tooth saw. The

CONNECT

rhoic spoon,
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cuI edges can then be smoothed with a fine flat file, as necessary. The

fI,,
uer trace has probably become greasy and dirty through

dting,and so should now be cleanest thoroughly by washing with
a detelgent and rubbing dry with a clean cloth. If the cop, it dis-
coloured through corrosion, use a domestic abrasive cleaner to bong
it u, bright clean.

cleanliness

tiohl.g1;nticsisideuP, and
under a tap eo per
water carts the whole

WOO and flows 5111001111, over 11, surface is clean and grease rim
If isolated patches of copper stay dry these are still coated with
grease and need further cleaning.

Oncr completely clean the printed crew pattern is drawn or
rraccd on to the copper. Cellulose paint or resist ink should then be
urid to paint in all the land using a ruling pen for straight
lines and a small brush to fill in and complete the wider sections.
The whole of ite pattern may be painted on. if prekrred. although
the result may be somewhat more cogged. Avoid painting on too
much paint Of KO, Ise this 101, OVOITUO 111C 01.111111Cf. At the Wile
Ion! Make SUM 1010 all the 1.1111.1OffOS are fully covered. The painted
pattern should then be left to dry, which may take an hour or more
with cellulose paints or 10 to 15 minutes with resist inks.

A The solution normally used for etching is ferric chloride mixed
4 with a little hydrochloric arid, or straight dilute nit, acid. T.

+. fo mer is generally preferred sins is dos not' ppi' as much as the
maid alone. but either will be equally t The etching solution
is pour. into a suitable shallow container, such as a plastic san
wich case or tray and the laminate slid into it to immerse. Rate of
etching will depend on the temperature of the etching 601u11011 and
also the degree of agitation. Thus at a temperature of 50' F. a ferric
chloride bath will cich the copper at a rate of about I thou. in 20
minutes-Or tlf,01, an hour to 3 -thou. foil. Al 70' F. 111C fOIC
or etching 14 /11c1O115c0 10 1100111 10 0110010 per 01011.. 0114 at 100,.
1% 1010S1 twice m active again. The etching 1.31C can 11130 be increased

byby gentle al0131100. e.g. moving the board gently backwards and
in the bath, or 0[04 rocking the container to swill the

etching solution from end to c..
Etching should be allowed to proceed until all Ulfes of copper

have disappeared from the surface The board can then be removed
and 011,1c0 under running water Us remove any (MCC, 01. fICOO111.
The 0,111 or resist ink covering the lands is then removed either with
a solvent (e.g cellulose thin.rs in the case of cellulose paint) or a
cleaner (in the case of resist inks). After this, OSO111O3Sh and dry the
board, when it is ready for drilling.

Throe bask rules must be observed when drilling printed circuit
Nods:

liastethr7A'aruAtfrarTorIT2e7.k"blY
new "It." °""hk'
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PRINTED CIRCUIT ASSEMBLIES

asc-ratc irons are invariably used for electronic assemblies
together with is in the farm of a
hollow wire with tZe'c'cV11'111317vil'is'a 'ttinItT).
are not satisfactory for they are usually too la, and cumbersome.
and also do not permit gaol t<mperuure control,Equally, oM
shoulJ always use an

elsBssi3 repaired. An acid-t3ge Buz
,h,0,;:d,7.,

be used on electrical work

The bait ru
wall

les for good
prod

soldering are extremely simple, although
they are frequently ignored. Th, may be summarized as under:

(i) The iron should be of the right site and type.
(ii) The iron should be hot enough to melt the solder freely.

(iii) The tip of the iron must be kept tinned and dean.
(iv) The work surfaces to be soldered must be ckan and grease.

free.

The right size of iron is important for if too small it will rapidly
lose heat when applied to the work. and if too large may overheat
adjacent components Or be awkward to apply to the work. For
prated circuit assemblies a 3/16 -in. bit diameter is about right for
general work -f101 too la, but large enough to retain enough
heat for more or 1.3 continuous work. It may be awkward to use
when soldering up a miniature panel where the lands are close
togct,r, when a 1/32 -in. or even a 1/16 -in. bit may be preferred.
This smaller size will, however, usually lose so much heat in com-
pleting a single joint that it has to be left to heat up again before it
can be applied to the second joint.

Iron site is also specified by wattage, but this is more a a nominal
rating than anything she, for irons of Menem make but of the
same stated wattage can have a considerable difference in per-
formance, e.g. differences in heating -up tinser and in bit temperature
achieved (and variations in the latter can be as high as 100 C.). To

)711V5rwaTsilblgiirrfXrbe*t:stft:';Prrinntedvitclirclaitt2117::.'
Iron voltage must be matched to the mains voltage mailable. and

it is usual to operate an elect, iron on the middle volt, of the

re4orrt'.X.t7r'on 2stdinTsti;'bel%'6233:615?-rt'al's itn;:tobs'y
the lowest figure of its rating as in such a ease it will not develop its
Proper bit temperature.
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OD Always drill from the copper side (i.e. wpm face up).
Alwaysuse a backing of hard matenal underneat:

laminate so that the drill point will not war out a section c
laminate when the point breaks through.

Drilling may be done with a hand or electric drill, the latter
far lace tiring to uu when them are a large number of holes
drilled, although the small size of drill required may lead to r
breakage rate unless special are is taken.

LAMINATE MATERIALS

47*Zt Afolano
Reqm 81.kr Sovnadi

OdinSJ

Absorpt (on

PMnolx Itver
cwlan 6.12

06S to 20

appra
1.2

Epoxy
Nylon

Gbu fibre
f.4u fibre 3-3

Sakom
PTFTi Glatt able 49
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Typically a electric iron will achieve a saturation tempo
tuts of approximately 375" C. The time taken to reach this to
pasture will vary with the size and design, but very roughly shoe
be of the order of wattage divided by four,inseconds, e.g, in the
of a 30 -watt iron the bit should reach its maximum or saturati
temperature in about 30/4 = 7{ seconds. It should also take abt
one-third of this bine (e.g. watts divided by 12) to reach a satisfactr
bit temperature for soldering (250' C.), although this can readily
judged by trying the solder on the bit to see if it runs freely.

The inintmum bit temperature required for satisfactory solder
is 40' C. above the melting point of the solder used. The melt
point will vary with the composition of the solder. A 60/40 tinfk
alloy which is used for high -quality electrical work melts at 189"

Other alloys, e.g. 50/50, 45/55, 40/60, etc.-all of which may
specified as -electrical- solders-melt at increasingly higher tempo
tures. The melting point of 40/60 solder, for example, is 232.
For printed circuit assemblies especially it is always advisable to
60/40 alloy as requiring the lowest bit temperature for satisfact.
work (e.g. a minimum bit temperature of 229' C) as this reduce
risk or damage to components through overheating.

Whether the temperature of the bit ix satisfactory or not
readily be judged by the time it takes to complete a joint_ This she
be of the order of three to four seconds-nn 1110(C. The result
solder joint should be bright dean. with the solder complo
-wetting" both surfaces of the joint. If the joint takes longer
make and/or the solder has a pasty or dull appearance. the irot
not hot enough. the solder is reluctant to take or flow over
joint, or collects in blobs rather than spreading out, then the jc
surfaces arc ditty.

panel should bncleTrablreY Tc

components, the intnl 'n
that the lands are bright all e

with 'no dull
spots..O

meadned, the lands should not be fin,
marked by handling An ordinary domestic powder cleaner is
good as

anythingnfor
cleaning the

printed-eircuitoLceds. used,.
we'

dry, the panel
of after 'ngda"nnrttl's;nund=f7ctlear:;7

Y to

Component leads are norrcelly tinned ced therefore 0 TWIT

state for soldering. Almost certainly, however, the tinned sort
will have become dirty or partly corroded during handling
storage and it is generally recommended to clean leads immedia
prior to assembly and soldering in position. A scrap of fine en
paper is excellent for this, simply wrapped around the lead and pax
along the length of the Iced, taking care not to impost ex
mechanical strain on the lead. Similarly with tags, etc., which car
"sanded- with a scrap of celery pa,. Time taken in cleaning le
etc., is usually time saved, for one can then be sure of a satisfac
soldered Joint at the first attempt.
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Where space permits, components are usually mounted hod -
oniony, resting on the plain side of the printed etrcuit board as in

Fit. 29. TWOSWen arc the exception Meet theieWayS require 0

Fig. 29

reasonable length of lead to ensure that they are not damaged by
.at during soldering. A miniman mounting height for transistors
of in. above the plain face of the board is advisable, and pre.
ferobly in. or more. To avoid any possibility of the expos. leads
shorting they can each be covered with a length of sleo.g. or
allernathely put the collector (or bath) covered with siceving. This

aticOs't''t1Te"san'te d"egreeth grs; 7,7:girrr;altt:t' VrtrnV, Inc°1 vint

tsmis.asdathread. VdoeitttiooLfg
the position of the collector (or

If it is necessary to
hoedcr

components more closely together, the
uptight mounting can employed for resistors and capacitors, as
in fig. 30. T. top lead in this case is bent to come down alongside

Fig. 30

the component itself. In the case of electrolytic capacitors the top
Iced would conventionally be the negative and is often taped to the
side of the capacitor in the case of components supplied for printed
circuit assemblies.

The original drawing of the printed circuit must, of course, be
laid out to accommodate capacitors and resistors in either a hori-
zontal or vertical position. It would he bad practice, for example, to
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mount a resistor
rhorizontally,when

it was intended for verti
mounting,

071hagrro`111;t711:;d17,!,7,1".Pi.,'"
it may be impossible to get all the components into the physi

space available on the board unless the design mounting posim
arc adhered to.

Where leads have to be bent to shape, all bends should
with the fingers as this places the least mechanical strain on
component itself and also enables the bend to be made reasona
close up to the end of the component. Some people advocate bend
with roundmosc pliers (never Eat -nose pliers) as giving a tight
neater bend, but this method can put considerable strain on
lead and CVO, pun it III of the component. If pliers are used
bending leads, they should be used at some distance from
omponent, never close up where the plies jaws can -lever- agai

the end of the component (Fig. 31).

Fig. 31

Opinion also differs as to Ile best method of making off the er
of leads pawed through the printed circuit panel. Three altemat
methods arc shown in Fig. 32:

7

4,
,p

sca..,
cur

CUT
'24'

rig. 32

(i) The leads arc passed through their respective holes. t

component pressed down flush with the board and the Ira
soldered to the lands. Excess wire is then cut off with wirewutter

(ii) The component is mounted as above but the leads are cut

E T3 PRINTED CIRCUIT ASSEMBLIES 43

iml to stand proud of the lands by about 1/16 in. before soldering to
'1.1 complete th330111i.
sits, (iii) The leads are cut off and turned over once the component is
C located .d then soldered to complete the joint.
ons Each of these methods has it particular application. Method (d)

is usually the cleanest for general work, but method Oland partial -
me tarty method (i0) have the advantage that the component is supported
the iir=eirg'f'TnggblycughVaanistodotorgdr.1 disadvantagett
mg method (iii) is that it makes it much more difficult to remove a

n component once it has been soldered in position.
Then there is the question of heat damage to consider. Provided

for Me joint is completed quickly--i.e. within three or four seconds of
the application of the iron-n0 component is likely to suffer heat. damage. This even applies to transistors WM. 2t3 normally rated

to withstand continuous application of a soldering bit . closer than
} in. from the base for a period of up to 10 seconds without damage.
Thus if all goes well and soldered joints are completed quickly and
neatly, it is seldom necessary to worry about heat damage.

It is, however, MU commonly recommended that a ..heat sir,
should always be used on each lead of a transistor when soldering

islu'icchsti,TITail'ast=.1 irr111.i ;On: :itilii'er'irthcanlieutcuthrieg fiTInie:!
flow up the Ind. The jaws of a pair of pliers gripping the transistor
lead form a convenient heat or if these are not convenient to

rancETZ112irm",::::4=:rottiti,tritote"""
no most likely cause of heat damage is re -working a joint which

has not been made properly. or trying to unsolder a lead which has
ban wrongly positioned. This may mean leaving the iron in contact
with thejoint far longer than Me -safe" three or four seconds, when

tutrm:annrwill sticilstheocci;d1r7V.ttiripip7 ii""aPsZbylivia°"imthe
base Inateriai.i.so that the printed circuit itseff is 'romans,.

,iIT:tn,In0Z:In:1,1.11,hichproh.."0,71,7:1-1.11;ncong:il
which is to be replaced the Wert way co go about such a job is to
cut the component di. as shown in Fi. 33, leaving stub lengths of
the original lead protruding from the plain side of Me printed
circuit panel. The new component can then be soldered in place to

cv,
OrAuce

9. 731.i .,,,,,,l, , 1 51,,the ( --

off F. 33
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these stub leads. Alternatively, having cut off the component, es
lead can be removed in turn by laying the tip of the iron on the soh
joint (prin. circuit side) and withdrawing the lead with pliers
soon as the sold.. has niched. Then, before the solder h. had ti
to set again, blow surplus solder out or.. hole (Fig. 34).

0 0

---- or ...woo
corori. 1.101E LIAM notes c!=,,,,

Fig. 34

To remove a compo.nt intact usually means working on
lead at a lira, one end of the component and then
other. It is not always possible to be sure that the component
removed is undamag., however. In the cue of .mponents moun
on rigid leads or tags the problem of removal is even more dirk,

tvnC inndginlewglinPOn::t s'us'ual:y.m'e:.;considerable risk of overheating the component. and of -fifth
the printed circuit lands if too m.h hem appli. to the tag si

A thck which often helps in removing a rigidly mounted .
ponent, such uth i.f. transformer, is to heat the tags and brush
the solder with a stiff bristle wire brush of suitable sire. This
repeated on each tag until the component is sufficiently
be prised free. It is important. however. to avotd splashing ere
solder on to other pans of the printed arcuff board.

Unless .viously faulty, transistors or di.es thould not
removed from a printed circuit board once assembled. as

possibility of permthent damage resulting is thgh. If imperative t
they should be remov. (e.g. if thu have been connect. up wrong.
a heat shunt should always . us. (e.g. a pair of thirinos34 ph
gripping the lead between the transistor body and the prin
circuit board/.

Where the boa34 ff343 k damaged-e.g. 134) 344 come unstt
through excessive local hming-3 simple repair is often eltheti
Loosened lands usually . stuck back again by carefully heat
the foil with the soldering iron and then pressing in place on
.ard until the adhesive 1135 reset. If not, the loose land may have
. stuck down with additional ad.sive--e.g. a general.purp
domestic adhesive of the modern ruhberbase type.

Mechanical damage to print. circuit boards cth be repaii
by bridging or cracks in the copper lands with -jump.
wires ..r. in place. The jumper can . plain tinned copper wi
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biutiter riZtr7f;411,T,IVit,
insulated skeving. All repaired areas should then be coated with

cict41:rcequa'rp(rinri:riTim'rcu?t'board is quite extensively damaged, or
needs to have a number of components changed, it is usually more
satisfactory in the long run to scrap the original board and start
again with a new

one, Tilpaceroamblyncwo:pureng,,;te ghang.to,"'s rethm:vfl from thie'old board.



CHAPTER v

SUPERHET STAGES

THE modem radio receiver normally employs a compact tuningcoil mounted on a ferrite rod, the latter forming a core which
greatly increases the inductance and thus the Q of the coil. Witt
such an aerial system it is normally possible to dispense with the
use of any external aerial. except under adverse conditions, e.g
areas of very poor reception or when the receiver is being used as e
car radio (where the body of the car acts as a shield cutting off the
transmitter signals before they can reach the aerial). To cater for
such circumstanots provision can be mark to plug in an externa.
aerial to the internal system w increase aerial efficiency (or M the
case of the car radio, to bring the aerial into a posttion outside the
car where signals are present).

The medium- and long -wave broadcast bands together represent
a range of frequencies from I500 kets to 150 Icel., or a tenfok
difference, which is beyond the practical coverage of a single LC
combination using a small -diameter coil with a fixed value of
inductance (L) and variabk capacitance (C). It is usual, therefore
to employ separate coils for medium- and song -wave reception. the
latter representing an extension of the medium -wave coil which it
switched into circuit by a wave -change switch.

Referring to the formula for resonant frequency (Chapter I) an,
rewriting in the following form:

139 1411
=a/LC

frequency (kilocycles) wavelength (mares
Where L inductances in microbenries

C = capacitance in micro-microfarads
or:

Resonant frequency (tee/ 0.1593 x 10-s

V LC
Where Lis in bassi. and Cis in farads

we have to ensure suitable values of L and C in the tuned circuit sc
HUH the required frequency range is covered. In practice this meant
producing a coil of suitable inductance to match the normal eapacit,
swing availabk from tuning condensers. which is normally from
50 to 500 picafarads (nominal), or less (e.g. a 175 to 200 &alarm.

itwindings are thus designed to match (ix. product the cor-
responding inductance required relative to the core material ern -

46
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owed). Thus whilst required inductance .n be calculated direct for
an air core, the Q of the mil is increased appreciably by using a
ferrite rod core, which at the same time conttderably modifies the
winding specification. Coil windings am, therefore, specific to the
sue and type of core material employed on practical :sena] units.

Fig. 35 shows the corresponding proportions of an airtore cod
which will give inductance values matching a 450 pF swing when
close wound in 38 s.w.g. enamelled or double -silk -covered wire,
wound in the form of an auto trpsformer for direct coupling to the

p PPM MC

i,.

,
DU

Fig. 3535

next stage. The tapping point is nearest the earth end of the coil It
will be noticed that for the increased inductance required to cover
the long -wave frequencies the coil length is simply extended with
futther turns and it would he normal practice to switch in these
additional turns via a wave -change switch, as shown in the circuit
diagram. lbc matching capacitor would be required to tune over the
ran, 50 to 500 picofarads.

If the tuning range proves incorrect for the actual capacity ran,
available from the variable condenser, then coil inductance can be
adjusted by adding more turns, or reduced by removing turns. With
auto transformer winding, however, it is necessary to add (or remove)
the same nu, of tams at each end, so that the same balance is
preserved about the tapping point. Since Ilse tapping point comes
at one-third the coil length, this means adding (or subtracting) coils
n the ratio I :2, e.g., I tom add. to the earth end must be

balanced by adding 2 x I ve. 2 toms to the other end.
An air -core Coil of this type would not normally be used on a

practical receiver because of its low overall efficiency (low Q). It
would, in fuel, almost certainly have to be employed in conjunction
with n long elaernal aerial to get satisfactory reception in most
areas. Although a smaller diameter cod will be less efficient by itself,
when mounted on a ferrite rod its inductance is considerably in-
creased in a low resistance high coil capable of excelknt selec-
tivity.

on a
3/7171"nc.digi:rrTeTri:e rr'or

miniature
d irAng! 36, the

type for direct coupling .d the other employing
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Fig. 36

separate owls for transformer coupling (inductive coupling). Eitl
is

bui'tepgr7slo 11' O'''1C17it''fhd:'t ;roc; 'a
over

'17 optimumrn.u';forma= by Aiding the coil along Me ferrite rod until the
position is found.

Any attempt to extend such a coil to give long -wave coverer
also is often d.ppo.ting, wing simple techniquo. F
satisfactory perfomuince, in fad. it is usually necessary to was
wind the long -wave coil. A typical design based on a 7 -in. lo
19/32 -in. (ante rod is shown in Fig. 37. Here the medium-wa

ill,

A C O

Fig. 37

coil consists of a single layer winding of 19/011028 (22 s.w.,
stranded insulated wire forming 64 sums A -.19 and 6 turns C-,
The long -wave coil is wave -wound from 28 s.w.g. enamelled al
rayon- or option -coveted wire, fanning E -F with 41 turns and G-
xith 175 rums. siring end spacing is approximately as show
Small adnistmcnts to the coil inductance can be made by sliding
coils along tbc as necessary. The matching tuning capacit
required for this coil is 175 pF maximum.

It is usually Me most satisfactory solution to purchase cot
risercially wound coils matched to a specific sin and quality of ford
rod in order to ensure maximum performance from receivers i
tended to have -wave coverage. Thew will 61so be related to

r TS SUPT.*, STAGES

specific tuning capacitor range. A typical commercial design is

shown in Fig. 38, where it will be not. that the complete unit may
also provide a special coupling pA ka car aerial.

111111111

C44 CFAPLIG

Fig. 38

her
Mcdnon-waig coil (aingledayo winding)

48: 64 turns 19,,o-oan covered wire
CD: 6 turns 19/0-0028 covered wire

[cong-moge ()wog -wound)
age EF: 41 turns 0.76 in. rayon.vcred c.inelkd wire
rot GH: 175 turns 0.76 in. rayon -covered enamelled wire
ye -

In the case of the superbct the resonant r.f. signal established in
the tun. circuit is fed to the converter or miner stage. However, an
intermediate r.f. amplifier stage may be incorporated to increase
the smolt:soy of the receiver, improve selectivity by redumng the
image

frequency. j,e7xott,I.:c, redrthcbac.kArzVainze.;,Disadv:
lbalems po"sV all also the fcgth:t three -gang condenser Tielqu'i'red

tuning instead of the normal two -gang (an. a. oscillator).
R.f. amplifica ion can be provided by a simple UMW.. CirCllit
ShOW/IA Fig. 39, which does not require the WC of a three -gang

t.)
ad

Winding specifications for the coil shown in Fig. 37 are:

Fig. N
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condenser, although the gain is not particularly high. RI and /
provide base bias the transistor, with CI and C2 acting as bypa
for r.f. Output from the amplifier is resistance -capacity cough
to the cons ever stage

A typical emitter r.f. moldier circuit is shown in Fig. 4
Base bias IS provided by RI and R2, whilst d.c. stabilisation
Oven by R3, which in turn is bypassed by C3 to prevent negati.
feedback at signal frequencies. C.1 is also an r.f. bypass. The outp

Fie

is then coupled to the next stage via an r.f. transformer with a tut
ratio of approximately 5 I. This avoids I.ding the tuned area
and reducing the selectivity. Using suitable components a pom
gain of 20 to 25 dB should be obtained.

A possible failing with this type of circuit may be a tendency
oscillate owing to internal resistive and capacitive feedback. This cm
however., be eliminated by applying neutralization by feeding back
proportion

r

of

ilhoctls'iustPa=71or"'CPM%rsiX;c/14°intri'el
tY

connected directly between the

to

base and output and it
capacitor adjusted, as necessary, to match the feedback charm

l'r"greltle'rlioditTileratil"thenIZ'OcsCikli'aTo'ccan::Ibe tackle
ID two to circuits, or the two functions can be combined in
single autodyne circuit to operate as a self-ocillting mixer. The tw
methods of treatment of this stage can, therefore, be corm..

'crliselYfirst case separate transistors arc used, o. as a lo.l mei
Lator and the other SS a mixer. The problem of producing a suitabl
oscillator is an important one since, theoretically at least, th

TS

42

ed

b.

ve
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frequency difference between the oscillator and radio frequency
circuit must always be and equal to the intermediate
frequency. This is achieved first by mechanical ganging of the
tuning capacitors concerned but at the same time it demands stable

=gin 741
frequency

ect'Cn
constancy independent

rgglinnr(7state
of unstable oscillation where the oscillator amplitude varies in audio
frequency)..

Thus rri's:171.orrid="tis'eneng1Tkiii11117ZTit itt'et"t

RNA, cOvEets RAVNG CdVrAOL

41

normally achieve is a means of trimming or aligning the practical
circuit, so that absolutely correct tracking is achieved eta number
of points only along the mime. correct alignment is produced at
the two ends of the tuning range, as in AB. deviation over the middle
of the band is likely to be large, with considerable loss of amplifica-
tion and -image protmion-. Aligning a: three points (.4. C. and B).
one in the middle and the other ,o near each end, considerably
reduces the maximum deviation at a, point. Closer alignment still
(e.g. giving three absolutely correct points of tracking. A. B. C. as in
the right-hand diagesm) further reduces the deviation, especially if
points .4 and Care selected well in from each end of the tuning range.

Asa general rule the maximum deviation permissible (or tolerable)
ts greatest at the high frequency end, which means that for
frequency -tuning range of) to 1 the deviation permissible at high
frequencies is about three times that at low frequencies. On this
basis it would appear desirable to design for, and provide adjustment
for aligning, at absolutely correct tracking over the lower -frequency
range rather than the top end. Against this, however is the fact that
at the hIgh.frequency end image protection is lent, and so selec-
tivity may suffer as a consequence.

mixer ts shown in fig. a_. The collector
A typical rireuit emplo jag a sep rate Hanley type oscillator and

or the way down the coil in order to red' enucthe effect of collector
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The output, con,,,tog sum and difference frequencies amplified,
is taken from ./..2 lo the tapping point on the tuned primary of the
first i.f. unnsforrner which selects the i.f., the secondary of this
transformer providing the i.f. input for the i.f. amplifier.

A variation commonly employed is shown in Fig. 44. Here the
transistor is effectively operating M the common base configuration,

Fig. 44

and the oscillator coil has a third winding on the same core. The
necessary low -impedance input in this case demands tapping the
aerial coil to match (autotmnsformer serial coil) or inductive

couplingec r1 d 211 '1 `IL ,T,111. rpisrortclit
final means of adjustment and alignment.
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Fg 42

.spacitance and improve imped no: matching, stability, and track
ing characteristics. The oscillator circuit itself is of perfectly cor
ventional form with the output coupled to the rinser via the seconder
of the oscillator coil and a capacitor. The r.r. signal frequency i
applied simultaneously to the mixer uansistor from the aerial coi
oscillator and aerial tuning capacitors being ganged. The tw
signals arc thus mixed in the base -emitter circuit or mixer Maw
with the sure and difference frequencies appearing at the collates
with a gain of anything up to IS to 20 dB. This difference frequency s
fed to the tuned circuit comprising the primary of the first ist

mnsformer, with output from the secondary to the i.f. amplifier.
Autodyne oanverters are often preferred in modern super&

designs since they generally have better frequency stability and, c
course, can provide both local oscillation and taxing with a singl
transistor. It point of fad there is very little difference in pa
formence between the two types and both can be designed fo
satisfactory fn.:gamey stability. Cost. therefor, is usually the mai.
consideratioa in favour of a self -oscillating mixer.

In the typical self -oscillating mixer circuit shown in Fig. 43, r.1
signals from the aerial coupling coil are fed to the base of th
transistor, which produces its own local oscillation by means o
feedback from the collector to the emitter. Noise insuated in th
collector and coil L2 is induced in the secondary L3 of the oscillate

nsTi7eclry le
singy oeciilation at the

77:11tOTIrCrM7tcarela'n'.
thus recirculated'''. rrovnieoci, and L3 are so arranged as to produe
no phase change (in practice this means that L2 must be coml.-to
the right way round), oscillation will be maintaine. with L3 actin
as an

sue
giving a proper match between the high

impedance tuned circuit and the low -impedance emitter circuit,
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Yet another variation is shown in Fig. 45 where the lc.' OSCillat01
signal is fed to the base of the transistor rather than the emitter,
and referred to as a base -injected trawl,* converter (as distinct
from emitter -injected circuits described previously). Performance
should be directly comparable, except that the innsistor in a base.
injected circuit needs to have a higher at -off frequency than one
used in the corresponding <nutter -injected circuit.

fig. 45

Correct tracking of the aerial- and oscillator -tuned circuits to
maintain the constant i.f. differenee in frequencies can be obtained
by using a tuning capacitor with specially shaped vanes for the
oscillator circuit: or by a conventional padded capacitor. Stray
capacitance between the aerial and oscillator sections of the tuning
capacitor can forma path for unwanted feedback between the two
sections, so a screen is usually placed between the two sections to
prevent this. Stray capacitance effects can alto arise between the
Wit. connecting to the wavochange switch, so these must be kept
as short as possible (or if completely incorporated on the printedcircuit. the circuit elements kept short and well spaced to eliminate
c.spacity effects).

In all cases, regardless of the type of oscillator and mixer, the
first LE transformer receives a mixture of load oscillator frequency,
signal frequency and the sum and difference of the two. It is there-
fore necessary to use a capacitor across the primary to produce an
L.C. circuit to resonate at the LI This capacitor is of fixed value
(matched to the inductana of the coil), when any adjustment
required for is provided by an iron -dust core in the coil
enabling the inductance to be varied over the neessary range. Once
the overall LC. value has been adjusted to a resonant frequency
corresponding to the i.f. the tuning remains fixed.
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employing a double -tuned transformer (T1). The collector current is
normally stabilized by a potential divider fit and R2, and a suitable
resistance in the emitter circuit. Automatic pin control (a.g.c.)
also be introduced to prevent overloading on strong sipals. Thw
is Applied from the detector. Fig, 47 shows the somewhat simpler

Fly. 47

circuitry possibk using the transistor in commodbase configuration,
the other advantage here being that with commonbase connection
the cut-off frequency ismuch higher for a given transistor..

Another basic single t.f, stage is shown in Fig. 48. which is simihv

11s. 48

to a basic audio
and output transformers

stage

A comoki,
are tuned to the

that input

crcuit Chown in Fig. 49,
where the following component

" frequency.

RI: 22 kilobms
R2: 4.7 kilohms
R3: 1 kilotun

SOPERHET STAGES

R4 3,9 kilohms
C0 0.1 vF
C2: 0.25 tsF
C3: 18 pi

57

Fig. 49

A fall in gain with frequency is experienced with all transistors
and thus limits, to some extent, the usefulness of transistors for h.f.
T. gain in a common -emitter circuit falls oft more rapidly with
frequency .an with common -base configuration. so the cut-off
frequency of the transistor chosen needs to be well above the fro.

N't.sni7ed°r:irh"ntion.

A stage gain of 25 35

il:Ljtg,;I:cthebr:
being some inevitable losses through coupling and misaching.

It is also important at high frequencies that the internal feedback
of t. transistor should be small and 001 subject 10 100 gr.( a
sprea, although internal can readily be neutralized by
means of external feedback.

A conventional two -stage if. amplifier circuit with realistic
values based on the use of 0C45 transistors is shown in Fig_ 50.
lhe =aching if. 11-0111.1.0101011 Alt designed for a transistor output
impedance of 28 kilohms and an input.ni,mffro,..of SOO. ohms.
CI and C'2 are bypass capacitors. Ne al on is provided by
R3 and C3, which form a feedback Nth from output to input.
A.g.c. is applieil from the output side of the detector. First and
second if. transformers can be identical, but the third if. trans-
former is designed to have on color ded Q of 160 with the load
resistance of the socondary arranged to maintain a stability 12C101 or
four.. a bandwid th of 9 kr and stage gain of 34. If necessary,
the required stability factor a four Gin. moor. (e.g. if the output
resistance of the miser stage above the design 28 kilohms
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Fig. 50

match) by connecting a 750 -ohm resistor across the wood,. Thii
will result in a loss of gain of the order of 2 dB on the circuit shown

A diode is normally used for the detector stage and the eircuitr,
is quite simple and conventional --see fig. 51. A steady voltage h
developed IIVOSS the ',Ong. resistance (usually shunted by r

0.01 pi' capacitor), which acts as the loud for the detector outpu
and also forms the volume control, and is fed back to the first a

51

tmnustor to give a.g.c. The small forward bias app. to the diode
by the a.g.c. circuit helps maintain the input resistance of the
detector constant at all signal levels. At the same lime this small bias
applies constant loading to the 1.f. amplifier to improsv efficiency ol
detection nn small signal strengths and provide stability.

Some designers prefer to use an r.f. transistor instead of a diode foe
the detector, as this is capable of providing amplification AS well as

111,0E3 59

demodulation. A surface -barrier transistor offers a superior per-
formance to a conventional junction type for this particular duty.
The basic circuit normally follows that she. in Fig. 52. The
detector may also be made regenerative to provide further i.f. gain
(e.g. for use with a single stage of i.f, omphfication) by means of a
feedback loop.

Fig. 52

The back end of the ',rho circuit then consists of a driver
stage and an output stage, e4 a complete audio -amplifier end, the
output of which is designed to provide the power required. This may
range from an output power of I milliwatt or less for driving an
earphone in a miniature receiver to about 500 milliwans for driving
a small speaker: or up to 5 watts or more for driving a la, speaker.
This in ton shll influence both the choke of circuit and type of
transistors employed.

clensmtary a.f. amplifier stage need consist only of a minimum
of components, as shown on Chapter II, Fig. 21, ahem the output
power would be of sufficient power to operate a deaf.aid earpiece.
Additional amplifier stages can be built up in this manner, directly
coupled, giving a good performance from an extremely simple,
stntightfonvanl circuit. as shown in Chapter IL tip. 22-24.
Effectively the overall gain is equal to the product of the betas of the
number of transistors used. although three transistors is a logical
limit for this type of circuit. Stabilization can be provided by feed-
back from the collector of the last transistor via a suitable value of
resistor (e.g. of the order of 10 kilohms), with CI acting as a bypass
to earth for a.f.

More commonly, however, a sink stage of a.f. amplification is
followed by a push -pun output, es in Chapter II, Fig. 23. Here the
driver transistor 71 is selected for high pun with the output load
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1.011=d by the primary of a phase -splitting transformer. The
matched output transistors 72 and T3 then comprise a push -
amplifier with input 180 degrees out of phase, so that each transis
in turn amplifies alternative halves of the signal To provi
satisfactory reproduction, a small forward bias is ales usually appli
to each transistor in order to eliminate -crossover. distortion.

The particular advantage of this form of oarut is high efiki
(of the order of 75 to 80

yet
cent, compared with about 50

cent for a straight. circuit This means a low current drain Mu
is particularly favourable wnh battery receivers. Mother advent
is that it is capable of producing a much higher output power
the same type of transistors used in the -straight- configuration.

There arc many variations possible on this particular theme, su
as the use of a centre -tapped loudspeaker of matched impedance
eliminate the speaker transformer, designing for single -ended out
to avoid using a centre -tapped speaker or speaker transformer:
eliminating transformers entirely (usually by employing an N -R -N
and P -N -P transistor as a matched push pull output pair). Retention
of an interstage coupling (driving) transformer is, however, more
usual, when the output stage may or may not he -single-ended,"
with or without a speaker transformer. A singleended output with'
direct connection to the speaker is usually refereed to as a trans.
formerless output.

CHAPTER VT

PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGNS

Whnisr the superhet circuit must comprise, basically, standard
stages in logical sequence. there is the choice of alternative circuits
for the individual stages (with the exception of the detector stage,
which is almost invariably a diode feeding a potentionsew I.d in
the case a all -transistor receivers, although a transistor detector
can be theill, and considerable possible variation in detail design.
The final proof of salve of the complete circuit it its performance
and so rather than detail a number of possible design variants this
chapter describes three proven designs from authoritative sources
as representative of modem III -transistor superhet

MULIARD 6-TanNsrer0tt Rratvot

This design was developed, basically, to provide a performance
equivalent to that of a four -valve portable receiver using alloy -
junction transistors and A single 9 -volt battery with HIMERETCHESS
push-pull output. The circuit is suitable for making as a medium -
ire portable receiver with a Ferroscube rod aerial, or in miniature

sized preferred. The standard if. frequency of 470 kris is used with
the local oscillator

roSnC14:ncsi:thocrs'aVusred9tunTh'e InIi7crP:r1:1
if. stages. The detector is a germanium diode type 0A70. The
audio stages comprise one 0071 transistor driving a matched pair
of 0072 transistors.

The 0C44 operates as a self -oscillating mixer, with r.f. signah
from Me aerial coupling coil fed into the base of the 0C44, leading
to the generation of local oscillation feedback from the collector
to the emitter. The if. is selected at the collector of the 0C44 by the
first LI. transformer T3.

T. iS. amplifier comprises two 0C45 common -emitter circuits
oAerating unilateralited, with the choice of bandwidth compromise

'gbetween qualify and selectivity. The third kr transformer TI is
connected to t. 0A711 diode with the d.c. output fed back
to the first I.f. transformer to provide automatic gain control.
Double -tuned if. transformers are recommended for optimum
performance as regards frequency response and image rejection.

The Class 13 tmnsformerless output stage requires a loudspeaker
with a 3S -ohm speech coil to provide the correct bad for an output
of 200 milliwatts, with negative feedback applied to the emitter
of the 0071 driver from the loudspeaker terminal.
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F. the aerial circuit the coil design shown in Fig. 37 (page 48)
be suitable, wound on) in. -diameter formers. Specification for

the Ferroxcube rod is FXI268. with a size of 7 in. long by) in.
diameter. The aerial is coupled to the frequency changer by low
impedance ,oils placed adjacent to the aerial coils. T. long -wave
coil is short -,iterated by SA1 during operation on the medium -wave.
band to avoid any damping effect on the medium -wave coil. During
long -wave operation the medium -wave coil A kft open -circuited.

All component values arc shown on the circuit diagram (Fig. 53).
The value of the tuning capacitance is not critical, but must be
sufficient to provide the desired frequency coverage. The aerial
section has a capacitance of 175 pF and the oscilLator section a
capacitance of 123 pF. A screen should be used between the oscillator
and aerial sections of the tuning capacitor (i.e. the tuning capacitor
so specified) to be sure of eliminating undesired feedback in the
circuit. The possibility of feedback will be at maximum when the
receiver is tuned to its highest frequency, and will also be increased
when the tuning capacitor has a low value (e.g. as typically the case
with a miniature tuning capacitor).

A modified version of this circuit is shown in Fig. 54, employing

path

the

fiarisiLl,ninirgfar ter

77. This
Tie'iRAU49,original

diodc is included to damp the first kf. transformer. This diode
heavily loads T3, widening the bandwidth and allowing a much
larger input signal to be handled.

A miniaturized version of the original circuit is shown in Fig. 55,
again with all component values marked. Here the output A reduced
to 100 milliwatts driving a 75.olun miniature receiver. Current
consumption of this circuit is reduced from 9 mA zero signal. 20mA
average, to 7mA .d 13 mA, respectively. This miniaturized circuit
permits of further modification by substituting a Class A output
with transformer drive to the speaker, reducing the num.r or
transistors required to five, but increasing the battery consumption.

Typical performance data (Figs. 53 and 54)
Output power 200 milliwatts

Vert% a;at 540 to 1640 kilt,
Long wave: 155 to 25.0 kit,

Battery consumption:
Zero signal: 9-10 milliamps
Average listening level: 20 milliamps

Component dam for Millard &oat (Figs. 53 and 54)
Medium -wave aerial coil:

Primary 64 turns 19/0028 bunched conductors wound in
single layer
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Turns ratio 7: 1
Primary-Inductance 5 /I at 1.5 millianms

Resistance less than 750 ohms
Secondary resistance less Mon 100 ohms , winding

Loudspeaker:
Speech coil impedance 75 ohms

MULLARO 6-TRAMI11OR REM,.
This circuit employs alloy-diffuud transistors in the 1.1. and 1.0.

stages. Three AF 117 transistors are used for the self -oscillating
mixer and i.f. ormslifier stages. The detector is a germanium diode
type 0A70 and the audio stages consist of an LFH3 audio pack
comprising an OCSID driving two 001 transistors in a push-pull
output stage. (Fig. 56.)

Aerial circuit comprises medium- and long -wave coils as pre-
viously described, mounted on a Ferroscube rod. One section of
long -wave coil is short-circuited to earth on mdiumwave operation

;:elpt1irtre, brsTrtt 1'A
the

rLtaZillinrrn Irtt atriall ti LIs
non is provided by feedback from the 110,017, to the emitter
through transformer TI.

The two transformers 77 and 13 in the first two Lt. stages are
double tuned. The i.f. transistots do not require neutraliration. The
final if. transformer T4 couples the signal to the detector stage,
ands potentiometer (volume control) couples the detected signal to
the audio stages which follow. Automatic gain control is provided by
feedback to the base of the first i.f. transistor and a damping diode
is used to extend the e.g.. range and also to clamp the mixer
collector voltage and thus eliminate instability under conditions of
high collector load impedance produced by large signals.

Virnuon Summer
This particular circuit has been developed for amateur construe -

lion to fit a printed circuit base 87 by 21 in. The circuit employs six
transistors and a diode detector with push-pull output capable of
driving a 7 x4 in. elliptic loudspeaker (or equivalent) with idtemative
output stages.

A circuit diagram, including all component values, up to and
including the detector stage is shown in Fig. 57. Tuning conderuer
is a Jackson Brothers type ..00... The front section of this has a
maximum of 208 pF and tunes the aerial coils. The rear section
(farthest from the spindle) has a maximum capacity of 176 pF and
tunes the oscillator coil. It is particularly important that the correct
velum are employed for the associated fixed 01p -the medium -
wave padder being 215 pF and the long -wave padder 175 pF, with a
parallel capacitor across the longwave coil of 150 pF. If the gang is
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Secondary 6 turns 19/0028 bunched conductors wound at
low end of primary

Long -wave aerial coil:
Pnmary 175 turns 34 s.w.g. rayon -covered enamel]. aim,

and
Secondary 41 rums (continuation of primary coil)

Tuning capacitor:
Aerial section 175 pF max.
Oscillator ,Khan 123 pF max.

Oscillator cod (scrcened) 173 80,
Windings-Main 73 turns
Collector II turns,

Emir.: 2 turns
First and Sccond 1.1. transformers:

Tuning capacitance .00 pF
Ratio collector to secondary 6 I

Note: for circuit of Fig. 54 with damping diode a separate collector
winding on the first r.f. transformer is necessary.
Third i.f. transformer:

Tuning capacitance 4000 pF
Ratio collector to secondary 1.85 :1
Primary raistancs las than 203 ohms

Loudspeaker:
Speech coil impedance 35 ohms

Component darn for Mulford circuit (Fig. 55)

Medium -wave atrial coil:
Primary 88 turns 19.328 bunched conductors wound in

single layer
Sccomlary 12 turns 19/0028 bunched conductors at low

mid of primary nearcst centre of rod
Long -watt Berra! coil:

Primary 240 rums 3/0024 bunched conductors wave -wound
in three sections

Secondary 45 Rims of 3/0024 bunched conductors wound
as fourth -pie erection

Tuning capacitor:
Aerial section 115 pF swing
Oscillator section 115 pF swing

Oscillator coil:
Inductantt 313 iiff
Windings-Main 100 turns
Col.. 13 rums

Emitter 2 turns
I.f. transformers, as for Fig,. 53 and 54
Driver transformer:
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not fitted with it will be necessary to connect a 3-30 pF
Phillips type across each section of the condenser.

This circuit is designed around Wcprad coils and transformers to
ty, number as spec., on the circuit diagram. Alternative makes of
transistors may kv used, as under:

NullurJ «.1,4 'MT' r.MT
DI

.102 AM .103 XCIOI GLX34
Or .103 .104 XBI04 GEN14

util'iLgTZy.thr.F-141;4`,;`,Z;:,,cf.i.72,°Z.;;=titttg;

Fig. 58

to a 35 -ohm loudspeaker (7x4 M. elliptic, or equivalent sirs). The
alternative al. stage shown in Fig. 59 employs push-pull output
with transformer output to a 3 -ohm loudspeaker with corresponding
modification of the transistor types, namely:

Tit: Mullen] 0081 D, or equivalent.
7-5 and T6: Mullet, 0081 (matched pair), or equivalent.

Output with this configuration is 500 milliwatls.

PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGNS

is

71

9,1

.1012X CO

Fig..

Note: The Mullard circuits shown do not refer to particular com-
mercial receivers nor arc they for components (other than transis-
tors and diode) manufactured or marketed by Mullard. Suitable
printed circuit panels may, however, be available from radio

"TtrAeymouth Radio Manufacturing Co. Ltd. manufacture and
supply mils and transformers and a finished printed circuit for the
design illustrated. This design is largely based on the six.transistor
circuit recommended by Mallard.

Mutual, 9-Tannwsrok Cutcurr
A more advanced circuit is shown in Fig. 60, which is a combined

all -transistor !vetiver operating on a battery voltage of
9 volts (negative earth) and employing alloy -diffused r.f. and i.f.
transistors. All nine transistors art used for f.m, reception a. seven
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JP 4 4 4

fr

for a.m. reception. This circuit has been designed to cover th.
medium. and long -wave bands on 11.1n. reception. and 87 to 10:
me eson v.h.f.

hangeover from a.m. to Cm. reception is provided by switchini
the first f.m. i.f. transistor into the a.m. Min.( stage, and the cOnIlet
lion of the relevant detector to the audio stages by switches LIV/L
and IIIW/D. Switch FA! /C short-circuits the second f.m. it. trans
former during a.m. operation when it is connected into the collects,

FESSIONAL DESIGNS

K.

73

circuit of the mixer transistor. TM audio stages are common to both
am. and Cm. operation. the audio signal from the detector stage
being fed to an .71 a.f. preamplifier T.. The 0111,1 fromths
capacitively coupled to an OCS I D transformer -coupled to two
transistors in class B push-pull output. Audiapower output is

500 nulliwatts with a low -impedance (3 -ohm) loudspeaker speech
coil.



a1APTER VII

COMMERCIAL MODELS

Thu amateur constructor with link or no previous experience <
transistor radio construction is strongly advised to tackle the al
transistor superhet in the form of a kit, or at least a design for whic
a finished, drilled print. circuit panel is available. By using pri
tuned i.f. transformers (or alternatively transfilters as supplied
some deigns), correct assembly will then at least ensure -working
results with a minimum of trouble over alignment (see Chapter V111
The design of an original superhei circuit. and in particular the degg
and drawing of a printed circuit panel, should only be attempte
after gaining experience with one or more prefabricated ponds,
disappointment and Migration are to be avoid..

Kits for all -transistor superhets range from fully prefabricate
kits, which may include certain stages already assembled on a
printed circuit panel, to prepared pods to match selected eon
poonts as specified, all to be assembled and soldered in pla<
together with any additional wiring as necessary. Usually prime
circuit panels for specific designs are pre.drilkd (and this is alwa
to be preferred), but in such casts it is particularly important Mi
matching components be used. This op ph cs pan inaarly to pane
purchased individually rather than supplied as pan of a complc
kit containing all components necessatyfor completion. In the latti
case the panel will be design. to suit the matched set of con

.71:O Lith= hctnPtTsinu=1;ralilare rstg=
the kit to give a completely -profssionl- appearance to it
finished, assembled job-particularly as all the solder work is the
completely hidden inside the case,

Commercial kit models evadable range from those which a:

extremely good in performano (quite as good as, and in manv caw
better than, finished domestic receivers), to those with aistin
limitations as regards either constructional or design features,
bob. Asa general guide, and also because the circuits involved a
instructive and useful to study, re have selected a number of d
outstanding models in this field to describe. These are reprmentati
of the best of modern designs (1964) with none of the limitations
many earlier transistor circuits; ranging in Fitt from miniature
standard portable, and from low to medium -high price. It must k
stress. that this selection is not comprehensive, and that omissic
of any other design does not necessarily imply inferior performane
etc.
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TME ''CAPRI"

This is undoubtedly one or the ....nding miniature all -

transistor superhets designed for amateur constniction and Is

available in lolly prefabricated kit form complete with matching
plastic case. Overall sire is 41 x21 x I (in., the case accommodating
the circuit on a 2(x21 in. printed circuit panel together with
2i in. diameter loudspeaker and a PRI 9 -volt battery (or equivalent).
The circuit is designed to cover both medium and long -wave
reception, using a self -oscillating mixer, two i.f. stages. audio -
amplifier and single -ended push-pull output stage. A germanium
diode (OA%) is used as the detector.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 61, which includes all small
component values. The ferrite rod aerial is of the slab type, with
matching coils wound on a paper MOOT. An 0C44 transistor is used
as a self -oscillating mixer, followed by two 0015 transistors forming
the first and second if. amplifier stages, respectively. Diode detector
output is fed to an OCSID transistor af. amplifier stage and thence
to a l'f matched pair

a21
transistors to a

miniature 2d r $.h ,:,.0
conventional with an if. of 470 kr, and basically similar to those
previously descaed, except for the me of miniature omponents
throughout and single -tuned if. coils. The gang condenser has a
maximum capacity of 190 pF on both stages with trimmers (C.,A and
C3A) 3-10 pF. Battery connection corresponds to positive earth.

Alignment is straightforward and .n be done without the use of
a signal generator. Particular care must, however, be taken not to
overtighten the tuning slop 41 the miniature mils as Ihtf, aft
easily jammed, faulting in pert.nent dam, to tle coil since it
will . virtually impossible to remove the core without first removing
the coil from the printed circuit; and similarly almost impossible
to (MAT the coil without damage.

To align without a signal generator, the set is tuned to the .d.
way point on the long...ve band and the core of L4 adjusted to
receive the Light programme. The tuning control should then be
turned to come at the higher wavelength end of the medium -wave-
band and the cora of 0, L7. and L5 adjusted for maximum output
Further adjustment of volume can then be made by sliding the
aerial coil along the ferrite slab and once the bat position is found
the sleeve should be fixed with wax or cellulose moo. The receiver
should then be tuned to 300 metres approximately and trimmer C3A
adjusted until Hilversum or Midland Region is mech. and then
brought up to maximum volume by adjustment of C2A. If necessary,
the alignment stages should then be repeated for the medium -wave-
band until all stations arc received at good signal strength.

Using a signal generator, standard alignment recommendations
are,
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At 600 ke/r-tune in at end of medium waveband.
At 470 ke/r adjust L9, L7 and L5 for maximum output
At 603 kels adjust aerial coil position for but results.
At 1450 keis adjust C3A and C2A for maximum output.

The Capri" is marketed in kit form by Henry's Radio Ltd.
303 Edgware Road, London. W.2; and Radio Clearances Ltd.
27 Tottenham Court Road, London. W.I.

Tux "Realistic Say,'
This is a seven.transistor circuit for medium- and long-waw

coverage with a 350-milliwatt output powering a 4 in. diameta
speaker. Battery is 9 volts with a current consurooliOn of the orde
of 25 to 35 mdliamps at avcrote listening level. Cabinet sire is 7 in
high by 10 in. wide by 3i in. deep, and receiver weight, complus
with battery, is approximately 3} pounds. Particularly attractivi
features on the buskAing side are ease of construction and very los
total cost for a reviver of this type and performance.

A circuit diagram for the "Realistic Seven" Is given in Fig. 62
An 0C44 transistors used fora self -oscillating mixer. with OCAS
for the i.f. stages to a diode detector. Audio output is via an OC7IE
transistor amplifier stage and finally to a push-pull output utilixim
a matched pair of MI transistors. The loudspeaker has a 2.5-ohn
impedance to match. Negative feedback and automatic gain contra
are incorporated in the circuit.

Working voltages (measured negative with respect to the commot
line) are:

Emitter ... ...2 (2 gl 2 13 0
G6 G7

Eve
::: 11 9 a3

463 trl

These voltage figures must be read as approximate.
Alignment procedure recommendations specify that the aerial an.

oscillator circuits must be aligned with the set in the cabinet. IA
alignment may be carried out with the set either in or out of th
cabinet. The intermediate frequency is 470 kels.

Lf. alignment

11 tlxr:J.I7oTi:''Z'etrufrtnnec,) base of nth
Oa a blocking mPurtoe.

(3) Align each i.f.t. for maximum output with either the mups
meter connected in place of the speaker or with the voltmete
connected across the speaker.

alignment the signal generator should be loosely couple E
.
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to the act by a loop of insulated wire placed at a orinventent distance
from the set. Maximum pick up will be got with the loop at right-
angks to the ferrite rod.

OF 
Wa.z,brd Gseg= Zgree,iwr .141zettlarra ,Ar mt. poi,'

43,ZO.f
e

oprrur,o2singpr
einutur

''4 rit 130 m
R

500 mc1ro aniW cod

epeal apenadem 3 amt.,
5 Lw. 155 keit G., cAmcd Lw. ttinr, et

'a: Iffg= 1::: =f',.rnce
Repeat opera., 6 and 7

The Realistic Seven'. is marketed in kit form by Lasky, Radio,
207 Edgware Road, London, W.2.

Tim -Goon COMPANION"

This has been wire. as  design which has been produced in
both conventional form using i.f. transformers (Fig. 63) and with
transfilters in place of i.f. transformers (Fig. 64). :rt. two circuits
shown in the accompanying diagrams make an interesting com-
parison. The Mark 111 version (1964) again reverts to Lf. trans-
formers and is basically the same as that of the Mark 1 with the
e "on of some changes in capacitor values.

The standard circuit (Fig. 63) employs a Philco 2N1727 transistor
scItoscillator in an autodyne circuit, followed by Phiko 2N1726
transistors for the first and second Lf. stages, a conventional diode
detector with or. output to a Mallard 0 se ID driver to a matched
pair of 001 tnnsiston forming a uunsfornierkss output stage to a
35 -ohm 5 in. diameter loudspeaker. Maximum power output is

I WAIL Batt, supply is 9 volts, with a typical current consumption
or 10-12 millimps under no signal conditions rising to 20-25
milliamps at typical listening leveL Intermediate frequency is

470 kcIs.

SRI

VOLTAGES FOR GOOD COMPANION MARK II

Alf Candidans Medium L.y A, Signal SW.,
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Th.,1114*`;',V176.7:" are- "
DO Vconcerning TRs 4. S. Red*Web a, exceptr,20,

g
PI

r
The "Good Companion'. receiver is designed and marketed b,

Electronics (Croydon) Ltd., 266 London Road, Croydon, Suncy.

The -Coates's'. incorporates a conventional modern six-transisto
circuit with a frequency coverage of 530 heir to 1620 kc/r on th
medium -wave band, and 160 kc/s to 270 1:0 on the Iorig-way
band. An 0C44 transistor is used as a self -oscillating anger followo
by two .45 transistors for the first and second Li. stales,

willdnect.
output

i

feda T7Salie.du'd=pill,T2=mioth. matohn
amplifie

fl°,`,.?ff!:==.1::1"zta°13Z,:;:P.NogatO
feedback and automatic gain control are incorporated in the eircui
and a second diode (0A79) is used to assist the ta.g.c. and also to etc
asa variable damping element (see Mullard circuit of Fig. 57
Chapter VI). Batteryto 9 volts, centre -tapped. Intermediate fro
quency is 470 kels. Current consumption on no sigmais of the orde
of 15 milliamps, rising to 25-30 milliamps at average listening keel
A

rparbWi'dcilr featfelf ithisnfil6. that allcomponents used ar
specifically designed for printed circuit assembly, making for ,
eaassembty.Performmx isof

transformer
for the first and seoond Lf. stages.

The "Ch" is marketed in kit form by Radio Clearances Ltd.
27 Tottenham Court Road, London. W.I.

Tare "Santos's,

The 'lleyrove,aseven -transistorsix -waveband receive
designedtocoverkc/sinthe medium -wave band
31-94 metres in the short-wave band; and also the 25 -metre, 19
metre. 16 -metre, and 13 -metre short-wave bands. A circuit diagran
is given in Fig. 66.transistor line, being 01116 oscillator
AD 15 mixer. 0C8ID audio -amplifier and a matched pair of 008
transistor for Class 8 push-pull output via an output transforms
to a 35 -ohm 5 in. diameter loudspeaker. Power Output is 500 milli
watts. Battery supply is 4-5 volts, with a cumnt consumption o
20 milliamps at no signal, rising to 45 milliamps at 50 milliwat
output and 120 milliamps at 500 milliwstn output. An 0A90 died.

CostaIrliClat, Saone LS87

is used as a detector a. a second 0A79 diode for automatic gain
control damping.

Alignment Data
RI alignment: Set cursor tomax. marker (kft.hand end of

scale) with the tuning gang set for maximum capacitance. Inject
signal at telescopic antenna lead through a 20 pF capacitor.

RaveArgus.
030 fe,PadBC Ow,(L6-8) and

DCantenna cod
1503 feltToroBC Ow. trimer..

animas main.) (CS)
biciaPadSW Ow, cod (I0-10) and

SWantennaILD
9 ble/sTrimSW Ose. trimmer (CIO

BSI (25 m111.6 MciaCalibration pipPri4Lcoieins30(0161'
and antaina trimmer (C3)

BS2(19 .15.1 MciaCaliboithan pipBS? Ow. trimmer (Cal)

11,16 .17.7 alc/aCableallon pipB13.14iTtt=r7'9171
alvenns trimmer (CIO)

BS4 (II in).313 Me/tCalibration pipB. Chr. trimmer (C.)and
antenna trimmer(CIO

Note. OaciNtor tuned bd.. ow.on this hind.

Output meter: Connect a 35 -ohm output trivet in place ofinternal
loudspeaker, or a 20,00bohm voltmeter, set to a low c.c. voltage
range, across the internal loudspeakerterminals.

Audio check: Inject aIkegs signal across the volume controlwith
the control set for maximum volume. An input of 10 mV should
give an output of 50 m W. or 1.3 volts measures on the 10 -volt range
of a Model 8 Avometer (see Service Note 2).

alignment: Switch receiver to BC with the volume control set
for maximum volume and the tuning gang capacitor set for minimum
capacitance. Inject a 470 kris signal, 30 per =I amplitudemodu-

lated,through a PI 6F Necking capacitor connected acrossthe

antenna section (C6) of the tuning gang capacitor.
Peak 1E73, 1E13, 1E71 in that order for maximum output.

Smite Notes
Fault-finding maybe carried out in the usual way. but the follow-

ing points should be particularly not.:
(1) Apart from totalcurrentconsumption. no other current

measurements should be attempted, check current by calculation
from measured voltage -drop across resistors.

(2) When a signal generator is u.d for circuit checking, usethe

direct output and inject viaa d.c. blocking 03,110, A1of
capacitor should be used when checking t. if.circuits and the
signal injected at the aerial section of the gang or V72 orV73 base
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circuits. For audio check. inject signal across volume control in
which case the 'live" kad should be blocked by an 8 uf capacitor
and output meter not earthed.

01 Extreme care should be taken when unsoldering or soldering
transistors as they can easily be damaged by excessive heat. The
lead wires of the replacement transistor must not be shorter than the
one removed. Do not apply the iron for longer than necessary and
grip the wire .01 a pair of pliers, to reduce heat conduction to the
transistor.

The -Skyrover is designed and manufactured in kit form by
Lasky's Radio Ltd., 207 Edgware Road, London, W.2.

CHAPTER VIII

TESTING AND ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

BASIC equipment for the checking or testing of traasistor circuits
comprises:

61) A universal meter capable of reading voltages up to 15 volts,
ohms .d current up to 500 milliamps: r, separately, a voltmeter,
ohmmeter, and (less essential) a nolliammeter.

The universa) meter for voltage measurement (or the separate
voltmeter) should hose n resistance of at least 20,000 ohms per volts
and, preferably, have a range of scales for accurate measurement of
small soilage, c.g. 0-5, 0-10 and 0-15 (or 0-25).

The umversal Mkt for reSISUIOCC measurement (or the StparilIC
ohmmeter) should have an output terminal voltage of not more than
1.5 volt, as a higher voltage could cause damage to transistors or
miniature electrolytic capacitors when the meter probes or leads
arc applied to the circuit.

The milliainnieter is useful only for measuring the total cureent
drain on the battery, the normal reading of which may range from
about 10 milliamps up to 100 mikiamps or more, depending on the
circuit design. Failing a range of scales (such as is prmided by a
universal meter), a single range of 0-100 milliamps will be suitable
for most circuits.

(ii) A signal generator capable of producing audio -frequency
signals and also the intermediate and radio -frequencies it is necessary

to raptor, with provision modulation at audio.freque.i..
Where separate a I..d r.f. signal generators arc employs. the a.f.
generator should have an impedance of the order of 600 ohms,
which .n be fed directly into the top of the volume control of the
receiver through a 0.1 I, capacitor: or to the .se of a transistor
through a 10-ki1ohm resistor and a 1.1./ isolating capacitor.

The r.f. generator should be of low impedance (of the order of 60

ohms output impedance) and, general. can be fed into the base of
the i.f. transistor or mixer transistor via a 0.5-µF capacitor.

ALIGN/SEAT

Where no signal generator is available, alignment must be ca.ed
out using broadcast stations as the source of signals. If . output
meter with an impedance of around 25 ohms is available this should
be connected in place of the loudspeaker: or alternatively a high.
resistance voltmeter ..ble of reading 0.2 or 0-5 volts a.c..n be
connected across the speech coil to give  vis.I indication of output
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signal strength. If neither type of meter is available. the output
signal strength must be judged aurally.

(I) Aerial and oscillator trimmers should be set to approximately
the mid -point of their travel and the tuning control then set to the
correct position fora local station, preferably in the middle of the
m.w. bend. Tura volume C011.01 to a maximum. Adjust the oscillator
core to bring the station to the correct point on the tuning scale.

(2) Turn the receiver so that it is oriented in the direction which
gives minbrium signal strength. Adjust i.f. transformer cores for
maximum output. (Note: if we -nary, reduce the volume via the
volume control to a minimum audible signal before adjustment as
it is easier to judge an increase in strength of a wreak signal wady
than an increase in strength of  strong signal. A meter will give a
more positive indication regardless of the original signal strength,
but at high signal Inch the true output may be modified by the
effect of s.a.e. action).

(3) Tune to the high -frequency end of the m.w. band. e.g. Radio
Luxembourg on 208 metres, and adjust the oscillator trimmed to
bring the station into tune consistent with the scale calibration. If this
proves difficult or impossible, try adjusting first with the aerial
trimmer followed by the oscillator uimmer.

(4) Tune to the low.frequency end of the m.w. band, e.g. to a
station around 500 mares suet as the Third Programme (464
metres). It should be possible to adjust for maximum signal by sliding
the aerial cod along tin ferrite rod. If not. it may be necessary to
adjust the oscillator trimmer to get agreement with the scale calibra-
tion.

(5) Steps 3 and 4 must then be repeated until an optimum adjust-
ment is realised where adjustment of one end has no effect on the
other.

(6) Tuning on the long -wave band is not likely to be critical and it
is usually only necessary to set the tuning condenser to the calibrated

ret 1tit"teidlotti; iihn'tr'1211011attifig=1:irliATIr 0adjitirs't
the long -wave aerial trimmer, if litto1).

The technique may .vary tightly with different designs of re-
ceivers and where specific instructions are given with circuits these
should be followed. Alignment instructions for the "Content,
circuit. for example, using broadcast stations instead of a signal
generator arc as follows (refer to Fig. 65 for circuit component
identification):

(I) Tune to a strong local station by means of the gang con-
denser. Tam volume control to a maximum.

(2) Orientate the printed board and aerial for minimum audible

°uI 'Adjust LIO for maximum output.
(4) Adjust 1.8.1..9 for maximum output.
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(5) Adjust L6, L7 for maximum output.
(6) Tune by means of the gang condenser to a station whose

frequency is in the region 540-650 k</r. Orientate as above for
minimum audible output_ (This is to prevent the a.g.c. action masking
the effects of adjustment.) Adjust L5 for maximum output.

(7) Tune to a station in the region of 13C0-1640 keit, Re -orientate
if necessary. Adjust TC9a for maximum output.

(8) Repeat operations 6 and 7 to ensure correct coverage.
(9) Hold tuning dial and set calibration corresponding to wave-

length of station selected for operation 6. Adjust L la for maximum

*i'llE)utliold tuning dial and WI calibration corresponding to wave-
length of station selected for operation 7. Adjust TC2a for maximum

r12)utRepeat operations 9 and 10 to ensure maximum tracking.
) Switch to longwave band and tune to a local station. Adjust

L26 for maximum output.
Where a signal generator is available, the if. stages and signal

circuit are abgned separately, in both cases using an output power
meter or a.c. voltmeter connected across the speech coil (speaker
terminals). Before attempting alignment the volume control should
be set to a minimum in order o use the lowest signal from the signal

or
the speech coil. avoids

For aligning the i.f. stages the signal k set at the If. (normally
470 kc/s) and usually applied to the base two i.ft transistors and
mixer, M turn, working backwards (i.e. stoning tooth the second i.f.
transistor). The corresponding transformer co are adjusted
to maximum outpt. in tum. The signal is injected using a 0.5 ;IF
capacitor and an 820 -ohm resistor in series with the generator out.
put lead and never appli. directly. Alternatively the whole of the
alignment may be camed out with a radiating 1.p output from the
signal generator, Is described for aligning the signal circuit (sec
later).

Having peaked the i.f. transformers, the circuit is switched to
medium wave, the generator set to a typical low frequency (e.g.
540 kr/s) and the oscillator trimmer adjust. for maximum output.

The tuning capacitor is then set to minimum capacity and the
dgnal generator to a high frequency (typicall 1640 lee/s) and the
second (mixer) gang trimmer adjusted for maximum caait These
two surges are then repmted, as necessary, for optimum results.

For alignment of the signal ciradts no direct connection is made
but the output or live terminal of the signal generator is connected
to a to of wire consisting of two or three turns approximately
7 to 9 in. in diameter with a series resistor in circuit of 430 or 390
ohms. The loop should he situated about 24 in. from the receiver
ferrite rod (Fig. 67). Normal procedure is *beck
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{IV) Altj'u'srfinfIc'fo'Irat
IGD kris.

16) Adjust L3 for maximum output.

(18)
Set gang fully open, feed in signal at 280 kr/s.

(18) Adjust CS for maximum output.
(19) Repeat 14-18 until no further improvement can be obtained.

Oirciann Cuscun
Normally the most satisfactory check fora newly assembled

circuit IS to make absolutely sure that all components have been

fi,°;`;`,2a'ZbYtttnIcfl:".7t,°Z7, aird'allOrche:1?i4ntli:
battery. is connected with the correct polarity.

it
visual cheek

should also be made of the printed circuit to see dui it has not by -en
damaged and that excess or loose solder is not bridging any of the
conducton. These cheeks should be made before switching on to try
the circuit for the first ume. Unless there is a wrong connection, or a
component is faulty or has been damaged in assembly, -com-
mercial- circuit will invariably work.

The current drain or the receiver can be checked by inserting a
0-100 milliamineter in one of the battery leads, taking care to

preserve the correct polarity (Fig. 68). With the set switched on
under quiesiznt or no -signal condition-i.e. not tuned to a station-

the current drain should agree more or kss with the quoted figure
for the circuit design (sec Chapter Lacking such data, a figure
of about 10 to R) milliamps is fairly typical fora six -transistor
superlsel. No nut figure can be given same the current drain will
vary slightly with ambient temperature.

Leaving the milliamnicter connected and tuning to a station the
current drain will be found to rise- reaching a mAAImum with
maximum position of the volume control. The figure for average
listening level can be checked against that given for the circuit,
although this reading has little meaning. It is a function of the
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Fig. 67

(I) Set signal RellerSIOT too IOW m.W. 1,CquertCy (e.g. 600 kegs)
and tune gang condenser to the corresponding position on the wale.

121"R':;Ctit
coil

.;cr==d;.:,7,7t;Jr:
(e.g. I400 keis and adjust gang condenser trimmer for. maximum

T4)ut.

Repeat operations I and 2 as necessary.
Switch to long wave, set generator to a typical frequency m

about the middle of the I.w. band (e.g.. kels)and adjust the long -
WSW aerial coil position or trImmed for maximum output.

Asa further example of low optimum alignment requirements may
. specific to a circuit design recommended alignment procedure for
the "Good Companion.. receiver is as follows (see Fig. 63 for circuit
component details):

(I) Equipment required:
Output meter (connect across speak.).
Signal generator.
Radiating loop, made from ordinary plastic-ocivered wire

6 ft. long. Wind into a 6 in. loop, 4 turns, connect a series
resistor of 390 ohms. Connect the other end of the series
resistor to the list terminal of the signal generator.
Situate the I.p 2 ft. from the ferrite rod.

((9Sn radio to m.w., gang closed, volume

(4

14"' up.

no further improvement can be obtained.
5) Set as in 2. Adjust signal generator for an output at
6 Adjust the core of for muimum outpuE

(7) Set LI for maximum output.
(13) Set tuning gang for minintoirvcapacity.

(111 Zdj=liltrl'o'r'rliftirn°1rumiTutPUt'..

FIrl:unZ170'`IIIT:Pi4roscment can be made.
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circuit design --some circuits having a higher current drain than
others (sec Chapter IQ -and of the setting of the volume control.
The no -signal current drain is significant only if it is excessively high
-indicating the presence of a then -circuit inside the receiver; or
excessively low-indicating the presence or a high -resistance fault in
the reaiver circuit.

A sin.ar check to the above can be made with an ohmmeter,
disconnecting the battery and simply using the meter to measure the
total d.c. resistance of the circuit when applied to the battery leads.
If this reading is noted for a new circuitit can be compared with
later readings when fault finding. when A marked drop in resist..ce
would indicate a short and a marked increase a high -resistance
internal fault.

The most useful d.c. check which can be made on the complete
circuit is to use a voltmeter to measure the d.c. voltage across the
emitter resistor of each transistor in turn. This should be within
20 per cent either way of von.e figures for the circuit. A, variation
in voltage outside this limit will indicate a fault Rt that particular

atrACI CCIS Ar i,

Fig. 69

stage. In the case ofnew circuit which works satisfactorily but
for which no check voltages are given, it may be useful to measure
the above the vol., and keep them as a record and guide for
future servicing requirements. No., however, that the polarity of
transistor movers are not necessarily the same (most are positive
earth or -common,- but some are negative earth).

Another most usefulvoltage chinkLSthevoltage across the
battery terminals with the wt switched on. This load. voltage will
indicate the <width.the battery. If Jess than about five -sixths of
the nominal voltage of the battery, the battery .n be reckoned as
needing replacement. In making a battery volt, check itis impor-
tant that this be done under load and after the receiver has been
switched on fora minute or so at I.st. A nearly fiat battery may
show a high voltage reading under load immediately after itis
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switched on, but the voltage will then fall quite markedly alter a
while. In the case of a °entre-tapped battery, both halves of the
battery should be checked for -load- voltage separately.

The d.c, voltage check across the emitter resistor of each tran-
sistor (or equivalent check point its specified on the circuit diagram)
tumides an almost complete check on the d.c. conditions and will
show up such faults as component failures or open -circuit joints,
and also the stage at which the fault is present by the wrong volt,
reading at that stage. The fault .n then be expected to be confined
to components in this stage, which can be checked individually if
the fault is not apparent (e.g. a broken printed cAcult. short-circuit
between lands, dry -soldered joint, etc.). If individual resistors need
checking. A A best to isolate the component(s) for test by un-
soldering the connection at one end. If this is not readily possible
Or dOillabit-e.g. them may be a flintl,r components to Met in
the stage-the A, transistor land the stage) can be isolated by
unsoldering the base kad of the transistor. A heat sink should be
used in order IV avoid heat d.Tmage to the transistor and only the
base led should be removed from the circuit.

Capacitor faults will not show up ono d.c. check, unless the
capacitor is thort-circuited.. this cast the fault will dithpcear (as
far . d.c. voltage measurements arc concerned) as soon as the
faulty capacitor is disconnected. By-pass capacitors can be check.
for open -circuit faults by temporarily shunting with a 0.5 of

corl'irrMigif tnahil Per:pavid"'T:rtiCtrIrfia'uItVuo7:1'.1.;?4TalLiThed
tinwhonour$51 method of -fault-finding- with valve radios by
shunting various metions and components on a -trial.and-error"
basis with a capacitor should nor, however, be applies! to trams tin

This can cause permanent damage to transistors.
Normally the transistors are unlikely to be found faulty in a non-

working circuit, unless they have bin subject to a severe overload
caused by, for example, 01 changing components with the receiver
switched on, (ii) connecting the battery the wrong way round:
(iii) injecting a high voltage accidentally into the circuit. A transistor
fault may. however, occur in a new circuit owing to heat damage
during mounting. If a transistor fault occurs after a period of use,
and cannot be traced to the above accidental causes, all the adjacent
components are also suspect and should be checked before replacing
the transistor with a new one.

The a.c. working of the receiver can only be checked satisfactorily
by signal injection. Standard procedure A to feed an audio -frequency
into the audio section of the receiver, starting from the output stage
and working backwards towards the detector. If all the audio Stages
work satisfactorily the i.f. stages are similarly tested with the signal
generator set to the intermediate frequency modulated with an
audio -frequency. Finally the radio -frequent' stages can be tested
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Fig. 70

by injecting a radio -frequency signalmodulated with an audio-
freuency.

In other words, to test the ac. working of the complete receiver
an appropriate signal is injected ateach stage in turn. Starting with
the last stage and working back to the front end. The faulty stage.1
show A as the first one which does not produa anyincrease A the

audio -frequency output, or yields no final output atall. The neces-

sary signal is nuttilybest injected into the base A the appropriate
transistor (i.e. that particular stage transistor), via a suitabk resistor
in series to ensure currentA suitabk value of resistor A 10
kilohms. Having found thestage it is that necessary to check
the components involved, in turn. in order to determine the source
of the fault, e.g.it could be nothing more than a faulty coupling
capacitor.

Theof circuitsthis manner depends upon an ability
to "read" the printedcircuit in terms A theactual physical connee.
tions A the components, determined by studyingthe theoretical or
circuit diagram A oanjunction with the physacal runembly, Initially
this may prove a somewhat tedious process. particularly onminiature
receivers due to the crowded assembly, but is basically u strUght
forward technic, which can nudity. masteredwith practice. A

i haphazard approach to fault.findings seldom productive, Ad may
in fact even kad to additional damage. Asafurther guide, sonic
typical faults, causes and cures are describedunder separate head-

ings-
ReceiverIt -chair when ...itched on.In the case of a newly

completed receiver this could he due toincorrect connections, so a
check of the circuit should be made. to the caseof a receiver which
has previously been working satisfactorily. likely causes are:

(i)Battery completely dead-check "on load" voltage.
(ii) Open circuit oint.

Component failure.
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In the case of (ii) or Gil) the fault may be d.e. or .c., and the
appropriate stage and faulty component can be isolated by the
standul methods of testing previously described.

There is also the possibility that the onoR switch may be faulty.
Reeriver operates intermittently. The usual cause is a dry joint or

an intermittent connection. It is difficult to reproduce the fault
exactly when required for testing although if it can be established
how it can be initiated-e.g. by pressing on a certain point of the set
or panel-the source can mangy be traced without much further
trouble. Other possible aura are faulty battery connections or even
a battery with an intermittent internal disconnection; or a faulty
on -off switch.

Receiver fade after a.short pert.: of reception. Almost invariably
this is due to a low battery. After bang on load fora short period the
battery voltage drops right off. The only are is tochange the battery.

Note: a sign of a failing battery is distortion of the signal received.
If distortion is present with a sew battery, however.. is due to
circuit limitations (see pages 29 and 100). Distortion can also result
from faulty alignment.

Lou sensiiiriry. If this °cans with a new ad of establish,ed design.
the most likely muse is incorrect alignment of the LC stages, or a
fault on the aerial or oscillator tuning circuits. The latter may also
occur in use, such as a broken ferrite rod. poor aerial connection,
an aerial coil which has become displaced on the rod, bent vanes on a
tuning capacitor. If the loss of sensitivity is restricted to a put of
the tuning railse, the aerial circuit and the ganged condenser are
immediately suspect. If these check out ax Il right. the selfoscillating
miser sage should be checked.

In most circuits the oscillator provides pan a the working bins
for the r.f. transistor. The voltage measurement across the emitter
resistor of the mixer transistor should bc compared with the design
figure with the receiver switched on normally and then with the

oscillator coil damped by temporarily connecting a I ,AF capacitor
across the oscillator tuned circuit. If the oscillator is working
mrrectly there will be a difference baweat the two voltage readings.
Note: When connecting or disconnecting a temporary component
into the cimuit for test purposes. the receiver should oho, he
Iwierheri oB Failure to follow such a precaution can result in

permanent damage to transistors
Maher rune in one moron oafs owe whole ran,. The fault in

this case is most like] tae theIf wino 'stage,
which should be checked Itl'irouglin.

" "" ""r
Reedier how& or onqUoter. Thin is caused by i.f. instability end ix

most likely to be due to a defective coupling capacitor, a defective
neutralizing component on the transistor, or even a faulty LC
transistor.

Receiver "growl" (lowfrequency instability). This is A fault
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restricted to the audio stages and is most likely to be caused by a
faulty audio discounting capacitor.

High background nave kyr!. This is usually due to a poor or
faulty transistor, in which case it will often be ...sate.ed with low
gain. The cause is a high -leakage current in one (or more) taints-
tor(s). This may be an initial fault of the transistor (i.e. a nib -
standard component), or have been caused by heat damage to the
transistor when soldering into the circuit. The only cure in such
a eau is to find and replace the faulty transistor.

Lock of whom. On a new cimult this is almost certainly due to
incorrect alignment. For optimum results it is necessary to follow
the alignment technique spoofed fora particular circuit as this may
differ in derail with different circuit designs. Concentrating on
improvement in pin when aligning, however, can lead to loss of
other desirable chanseteristia, e.g. an increase in distortion and loss
of response. Alignment must oonoentrate on establishing an

optimum adjustment between all desired characteristics.
Lack of volume will.° result from a poor Imnsistor (see above).

or low battery voltage. In the latter case loss of volume will be
accompnied by increasing distortion

Disror (Ion. If the set has previously been working satisfactonly
but distortion subsequently sets in, the cause is almost certainly a
falling battery voltage. The battery voltage should be checked on
load, and the battery replaced if the voltage has fallen below
five -sixths of its nominal new voltage, i.e. a 9 -volt battery should be
replaced when its on load voltage falls below 5/6:0.-7.5 volts.

Distortion in a new set will probably be caused by a mismatch in
gain, where thecitruit employs a push-pull output. la other words the
two transistors employed in the push-pull circuit are not a matched
pair. In such a case both transistors will have to be replaced by a
trenched pair. Note that this also applies in the case where one of the
output transition develops a fault-i.e. both transistors would have

to be replaced with a matched pair.
Circuit faults which mss cause distortion include (i) s (sully

audio-osupling capacitor and (ii) a fault in the automatic gain

co:ittrowldrohducing overbadint
of the audio stages. In caw (ii) the

fault will
rp7oCluccel'Is'yldesign fault, e.g. crossover

distortion due to incorrect values of the bias resistors on the output
stage, In this case the fault rimy be rectified by finding a more
suitable value for one of the resistors by trial and error bee Chapter
II).

Tr...or faults. Transistor faults are relatively uncommon. but
the more usual causes effects are:

(i) Heat damage during assembly-which can lead to a high -

the
cone., loss of pin. and a noisy roxivr In extreme oases

the transistor may be destroyed and not work at all.

TESTING AND ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES HA

M ortcn-circuited junction caused by a heavy overload, in
which case the MIMStor will not Durk al all.

(iii) A short-circuited junction caused by a high -voltage surge.
This is a fault which can readily be induced by working on a circuit
with the current switched on., a. in particular by removing or

"Vand=ifnot'iT 2t
tivity .d gain. A faulty transistor in the if stages will lead to
howling. A faulty transistor in the audio stage wall lead to distortion.
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